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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Extra-Curricular activities in many high schools have
grown to the point where they demand more of the student’s
time than any one of his formal subjects. Many of these
activities are associated with organizations which collect
and disburse sizable sums of money. Inasmuch as the hand-
ling of these funds is fiduciary in nature, it is of the
utmost importance that thc~e entrusted with this responsi-
bility be impressed with the need of efficiency and integ-
rity. The purpose of this thesis is to make a survey of the
practices prevailing in larger -high schools of Jjew England
in the handling of extra-curricular funds and the account-
ing methods used. Research has failed to reveal a similar
study in recent years in New England although several in
other parts of the country have been found.
"There is no problem of the modern school so important
and yet so neglected and carelessly handled as the finances
„
1 -
of school organizations. Most of the authorities in the
field of extra-curricular activities agree that there is
room for improvement in the handling; of funds and in the
1. E. H. Wilds. Extra-Curri cular Act iv ities, p. 134,
The Century Co. New York 1926.
a
accounting systems used, although there is some disagreement
Roberts and Draper say "In good schools everywhere, haphaz-
ard financial control has passed. It was realized that the
practice of having a separate treasurer for each organization
was inefficient and would not be tolerated in the business
world., '' * Meyer in his book published the same year wrote
concerning a study made on the subject,
"In the majorit:/ of the schools reporting in this
study the control of finances is decentralized;
that is, each extra-curricular activity handles its
own funds in Its own wray , These activities may or
may not, as they choose, orovide adequate means of
accounting - for funds which they raise and soend.
Usually, as we have seen, the most haphazard methods
possible are practiced. About 90 percent of the
schools reporting did net have any well organized
central control of their finances. Each activity
is allowed, and in some cases even compelled to
stand on its own feet, These practices are
certainly unbusinesslike, no matter if tifj do work.
They are certainly not the best practices possible;
Therefore they are inefficient and ought to be dis-
carded for better ones.’ 1
In view of the conflicting evidence on current condi-
tions in secondary schools as to the handling of extra-
curricular finances and the lack of up-to-date information
It was considered advisable to make the survey discussed in
Chapter III. With the results of this survey in mind and
2, Alexander Rob^rts and Edgar Draper. Ext ra- C 1 a s s and
Intramural Activities .. T~‘ gh Schools
, p.447 D. C. Heath and
Co. Few York 1928.
3. Harold Meyer and Samuel Eddlemen. Financing Extra-
Curricular Activities p.39 A. S. Barnes and Co, New York 1929

on the basis of extensive reading in the field and the wri-
ter's personal experience in the handling of extra-curricular
finances in a large public high school during the oast ten
years, the plan set forth in the following pages was con-
ceived. An attempt has been made to eliminate the gener-
alities which so often make a study of this type of little
value and to be sufficiently specific so that the plan with
little moderation may be put into practice in any high school
For purpose of clarification it maj be well to define
the terms used in this thesis. The following definitions
were constructed by the writer to interpret the terms as
they are uniquely applied in this study.
1. Extra-Curricular Organizations as here used include
all class and club organizations as well as school publica-
tions. This study does not include athletics, the school
cafeteria or store.
2. A Large High Schorl is understood to mean one with
an enrollment of one thousand or more pupils.
3. Internal school accounts are those set up to handle
funds usually collected by students and srent by them as
they see fit, subject to established regulations. These ac-
counts handle funds raised from sources other than taxes or
•-Included in the survey results are 3 schools with be-
tween 935 and 1000 enrollment.
.•
.
.
-
'
.
*
.
t
.
•
.
charges made by the board of education. These internal
school accounts are not to be confused with funds origin-
ating from cafeteria receipts, receipts from the sale of
textbooks, locker fees, library fees, rent of school prop-
erty, and other similar items which are public revenues
even though not derived from taxation.
4. The term “ centralized accounting system 1 * refers to
that system of accounting in which all extra-curricular
moneys are deposited by each organization treasurer with a
central treasurer or controller and he in turn makes all
payments
.
5. The term M decentralized '* refers to that rather
loosely systematized plan under which the treasurer of each
organization does his own banking and pays the bills with or
without approval of a sponsor.
The need for studies of this type is made abundantly
clear by such writers in the field of extra-curricular
activities as Meyer and Eddlemen who cited an example of
laissez-faire practices uncovered by an investigator who
reported:
“Out of twenty organizations in a certain school
at least five had kept their accounts on slips
of paper, and that part of them were lost, making
accounting impossible. Another reported that
not more than half or two-thirds of the treasurers
kept their money in the bank. The rest o° them
kept it in cigar boxes, or in bureau drawers at home.
.•
.
One boy carried his to and from school in a baking
powder can. Others carried their money about in
their pockets or left it in their lockers for days
at a time. 1 '
Morgan and Cline advocated systematic procedure in the
handling of extra-curricualr finances as follows:
"The management of school finance ought not to be
systematized merely for convenience, but, prima-
rily, since it is a part of an educational system,
,
for education purposes. The management of school
activities is as near a real live situation as will
likely be found in any school." •
Along the same line of thought Hunkins wrote,
"Too often school administrators have permitted
the organization of classes, clubs and societies
in the school with money- collecting powers without
making any adequate provisions for pro er supervi-
sion of the funds. This is rot only unfair to those
who contribute the money but it also throws tempta-
tion into the path of youth during the formative
years."
Reeder wrote:
"During recent years extra-classroom activities
have secured an important place in school pro-
grams everywhere. Most of these activities are
revenue-producing and revenue spending. In suite
of the fact that practically all such activities
are financed by student fees and contributions and
not by public funds, ‘school officials should assume
the responsibility of supervising their accounts.
4. Harold Meyer and Samuel Eddleme'n. Financing Extra-
Curricular Activities p.26 A. S. Barnes and Co. New York
1929
.“
5. Y. Evan Morgan and Erwin C. Cline, Syst ematizing the
rk of School Principals
, p. 197-193 Professional Technical
Press, New York 1930.
6. Ralph Hunkins. The Superintendent at York in Smaller
Schools
.
p.237 D. c. Heath and Co. New York 1931.

In order that the accounts may be properly con-
trolled, a definite accounting procedure should be
established. Without definite accounting, a legiti-
mate expenditure of the funds cannot be assured, the
reputations of individuals who handle the funds are
ant to be smirked, and policies for the administra-
tion of various activities cannot be properly made
and executed.”
Slobetz felt strongly about the matter of adequate ac-
counting for extra-curricular funds and .d:
’’The financing of extra-curricular activities, as
a rule, is not an integral part of the financing pro-
gram of the board of education. Because this is true,
the responsibility of securing and expending funds
for this purpose rests squarely upon the high school
staff and the pupils. This responsibility is not a
light one. In many cases, the total amount of funds
handled during a school year exceeds the amount
handled by the local chamber of commerce. However,
regardless of the amount. It is Imperative that this
job be done in a businesslike manner. A definite
urogram for the accounting of these funds is neces-
sary.
Mack made the following statement: "The centralized
system is the only one to use in the large or small high
school. It is an imposition on the banks of the community
to expect them to handle numerous small accounts."
The questionnaire referred to in Chapter III was sent
to all the high schools in New England with an enrollment of
one thousand and more, in an attempt to obtain specific
7. W. G. feeder. The Business Administration of a School
System p.H7,Girr and Co. Boston 1929
8. Frank Slobetz. "An Internal Accounting System,"
School Act ivities 60:113 November 1939 .
9. A.~Hussell Mack. Personal Interview December 9, 1947,
Supervisor of Secondary Education, Massachusetts Dep artment
of Education.

V.
information on the following subjects:
1. The correlation of enrollment, number of organiza-
tions, and annual expenditures.
2. The number of schools using Student Activities Ticket
what it includes, how much it costs, and how popular it is.
•3. The prevalent type of accounting system "centralized”
or "decentralized". Who operates it? Is he bonded? Is he
raid and if so, how much?
4. The amount of responsibility the students have in the
handling of funds and the bookkeeping. How well they are
supervised
.
5.. The extent to which the system is used as a teaching
device
.
6. The person responsible for approving contracts and
expenditures, signing checks, and determining financial
policy
7. The general policy concerning audits and periodic
financial statements.
8. The usual disposition of senior class funds re-
maining unused at the end of the year.
.
;
.
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CF/BTER T T
A STUDY OF THE FIELD
In the last generation the importance of extra-
curricular activities in the field of secondary education
has gained widespread recognition. During this time much
has been written concerning extra-curricular activities
and their financing. Indeed as early as 1905 Wetzel wrote:
It is almost a criminal act to allow the irres-
ponsible management of student finances which
one reads about in school magazines. Irrespon-
sibility and carelessness in. financial accounts
is the first step toward dishonesty. It Is a
serious matter to cont emulate that a high school
nay through its student organizations become a
school of training in dishonesty. ' *
Bobbitt wrote in 1918 "Educational experiences must
p
take rlace where they can be normal."
In 1924 Dement reported in her investigation that the
costs of activities in ten high schools which sent in com-
rlete reports was from $1,500 to $22,000. The cost rer
3
pupil ranged from $4.49 to $27.83.
1. A. Wetzel. "Student Organizations in a High School."
School Review . 45:429 May 1905.
2. Franklin Bobbitt. Th e Curr i culum p.34 Houghton
Mifflin Co. Boston 1918.
3. A. L. Dement. "Values of Extra-Curricular Organi-
zations In the High School." School Review, 32:40, February
1924.

In 1926 Johnson wrote:
It should be understood that the function of
teachers assigned to different groups is ad-
visory, not repressive or directive; otherwise
the pupils will be robbed of the opportunities
for exercising that degree of initiative and
responsibility which constitute the most valuable
outcomes in social training. - *
Wilds, who was writing in this field in 1917, wrote in
1926. "There is no problem of the modern school so important
and yet so neglected and carelessly handled as the finances
of school organizations."
Again in the same book:
There are two methods of building up a business-
like system of handling extra-curricular funds.
One is to leave the work in the hands of the
different organization treasurers, but to provide
supervision and direction of their work, and
thus secure uniformity of procedure, business
efficiency, and a continual check on all finan-
cial matters. This method has its advantages in
that it provides opportunities for training the
pupils along financial lines, and is especially
adapted to schools with mature students. The
second method is to establish a central treasury
for all extra-curricular funds with a school
treasurer, usually a member of the faculty, in
charge. This is the line of reform taken by most
high schools in the improvement of their 0X1 3? St •"
curricular activities, for this plan is essential
where you have immature students with little or
no experience in the handling of money.
4. P. .V. Johnson. Administration and Supervision of the
High School
, p.157 Ginn and Co. New York 1926.
5. E. H. Wilds. Extra-Curricular Activities p. 184
The Century Co. New York 1926.
6. Ibid p. 189-190

Concerning balances left at the end of the school year Wilds
wrote
:
Usually there are amounts left to the credit of
various organizations at the close of the school
year. This often has been a problem. Under the
old, loose system, treasurers graduated or left school
and the balances were left unaccounted for. Some
schools have adooted the plan of having all funds
left at the close of the year turned into the prin-
cipal, to be held for the new treasurer. Some
have pooled all the funds and purchased a gift for
the school. Under the newer systems of school banks,
centralized treasurers, and single bank deposits
these funds are being invested to draw interest
over the summer months.
In 1923 Jolly favored a centralized system for handling
the finances of extra-curricular organizations, and wrote:
Where a centralized system is used, organizations
find that their business is done with much less
trouble than in institutions where several books
are kept and the various organizations handle their
own funds
.
An accounting system should be set up so that all
of the various organization funds will be handled
by one high school treasurer using a special system
of accounting. •
In the same year Jones wrote:
Each activity has its individual ledger sheet. The
sponsors and treasurers are required to place their
signatures on these sheets which also serve as iden-
tification cards. •
7. E. H. Wilds. Extra-Curricular Activities
.
p. 211-212
The Century Co., New York 1926.
3. L. F. Jolley. MAn Accounting System for High School
Organizations," School Review 31:437 February 1925.
9 , Ibid p .436
.
10. Gertrude Jones. "Internal Accounting in High Scl
American Schoo l Board Journal, 66 : 68 April 1923.

In 1927 Coleman went into considerable detail and pro-
posed a system as illustrated by the following quotation:
All memoranda items or any entries other than cash
entries, (transfer of funds} are recorded in the
journal, A separate column for the date, explana-
tion, ledger folio, debit, and credit, is. a common
journal form and will adequately serve the Purpose.
The cashbook is a record of all funds received and
disbursed by the system manager. Two simple rules
are necessary to' keep in mind when recording entries
in the cashbook;
1. All money which comes to the system
manager is recorded on the receipt
side of the cashbook.
2, All money which the system manager
pays out is recorded on the dis-
bursement side of the cashbook.
The difference between the receipts and the dis-
bursements represents the cash or bank balance
of the system manager.
The purpose of an account in the ledger for
each activity is to give in condensed, sum-
marized form the current financial history
of each society. Each activity has an account
of its own.
In 1928 Finney and Schafer listed the following reasons
for handling money in conformity with good business usage:
1. it teaches the students what good business
usage is
2. it safeguards them from temptations that
might train them in dishonesty. *
Roberts and Draper in 1927 said:
For a principal to leave in student hands the
11. R. Coleman. "An Accounting System °or T- : igh Activity
Funds.' 1 American Scho ! Board Journal. 74: 70 February 1927.
12. Finney and Schafer. The Admini s tration of Village
and Con soli dated Q Is
.
p.162 MacMillan Co. New York 1 28,

unchecked handling of hundreds of dollars is
unfair to the student's honesty; it is rather
an indication of plain stupidity or worse on
the part of the principal. 13.
In 1928 the same authors wrote:
Entire student control is unwise for lack of
training and petty graft may easily lead to
gross dishonesty and crime. Entire faculty
control is unwise for it means loss of oppor-
tunity for training students in handling
affairs. 14
•
In 1928 Jordan suggested the following rules be followed
in establishing a central system for the control of extra-
curricular funds:
1. The funds must not be in the hands of pupils
alone
;
2. They must not be entrusted to any single
teacher or principal.
3. Their management must be open to inspection
at all times; and
4. frequent Dublic reports of all accounts must
be made. 13 •
And in the same book are found the following pertinent re-
marks:
The plan which seems to have the best results
is a central control of all funds, vested in a
faculty treasurer, who is protected by a system
of checks. The centralizing of the funds makes
possible a better and more efficient system of
13. Alexander Roberts and Edgar draper. The High School
Principal
. p. 198 D. C. Heath Co., New York 1927.
14. Alexander Roberts and Edgar Draper. Extra-Class
and Intramural Activities in High Schools
, p.447 D. C. Heath
Co., New York 1928.
15. R. H. Jordan. Extra Classroom Activities , p.226
Thomas Y. Crowell Co. New York 1928.
.•
•
. .
.
:
.
.
.
.
.
.
accounting, and saves labor in avoiding a mul-
tiplication of accounts.
The presence of a central accounting system
does not relieve each organization of the ne-
cessity of keeping its own accounts properly,
and so the faculty sponsor must see that each
organization treasurer keeps his affairs in
such order as to check with the central office.
He must keep his purchasing orders and disbur-
sing vouchers properly filed and indexed for
ready reference, together with a cash book
showing receiots and disbursements.
All bills are paid by check on presentation
of properly vouchered statements. The state-
ment must be accompanied by a copy of the
original purchase order signed by both the
faculty and student manager of activity in
question; the statement must also be approved
for payment by the same officials, after which
the check is drawn. ^
•
Jordan contends that books should be "open at any time for
17inspection of any teacher or pupil."
In another 1928 publication Englehardt and darter wrote:
Internal accounting is defined as a plan of
keeping a reliable and an accurate record of
all moneys received and exoended by the school _
auxiliary organizations, or pupil organizations.
And with another co-author, Von Borgersrode, in the same year
Englehart wrote concerning auditing:
A careful audit of the accounts should be made
at times suited to the local situation. To
16. A. H. Jordan. Extra-Classroom Activiti es, p.225
Thomas Y. Crowell CQ . New York 1928.
17. Ibid p.227
18. N. L. -^nglehart and A. Carter. School Finance and
Business Management
, p.171 New York Teachers’ College
Problem #34 1928.
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protect all concerned, a general audit must be
made before the close of the year, and a de-
tailed statement of the financial status of all
the activity funds should be submitted to the
superintendent and the school board* iy *
In 1929 Smith wrote: "all receipts and disbursements
should be handled in a business-like manner so that reports
n 20
.
can be rendered regularly and periodical audits can be made.
One of the first books devoted entirely to the subject of
extra-curricular finances appeared in 1929 written by Myer
and Bddlemen. A survey in connection with this undertaking
elicited the following response from one principal who said:
Our athletics pay for themselves except for a
part of the equipment which the Board buys.
I do not aim to let any organization know how much
money they have left in the school treasury. They
will get what they need for legitimate expenditure;
and if our bank account becomes dangerously low,
I send a bill or two to be covered by the board.
Prom another administrator the following answer was received
exemplifying the democratic attitude:
We try to distribute it (finances) according to
our best judgement, supplemented by recommenda-
tion of teachers and students and by the example
of precedent. ^2.
19. Fred Bnglehart and Von B 0rgersrode. Accounting
Procedure for School Systems
, p. 125 New York Teachers’
College 1923
.
20. Harry Smith. Business Administration of Publi c
School
, p. 158 World Book Co., New York 1929
21. H. Meyer and S. Eddlemen. Financing Extra-Curricular
Activities p.27 A. S. Barnes and Co. New York 1929.
22. Ibid p. 31
'*
-
. .
*
.
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The same survey revealed that:
In the majority of the schools reporting in
this study the control of the finances is
decentralized; that is, each extra-curricular
activity handles its own funds in its own way.
These activities may or may not, as they choose,
provide adequate means of accounting for funds
which they raise and soend. Usually, as we have
seen, the most haphazard methods possible are
practiced. About 90 per cent of the schools
reporting did not have any well organized
control of their finances. 23 •
In support of their contention that central control is es-
sential they wrote:
There can be no equitable distribution of funds
unless all funds from all activities are placed
in one common fund, which may be known as a gen-
eral fund, ^‘rom this general fund each activity
may draw support after its proportionate share
has been determined by a budgeting committee. 24.
In case of disparity in accounts the authors wrote: "respon-
sibility for the correction of the error must be borne by
the one who cannot show supporting evidence." A so-
called school-bank plan was outlined as follows:
In this system the school bank is set up in
one end of the commercial department; or if
there is no commercial department, in some
place convenient to all students. Banking
hours may be arranged to suit the needs of
the situation. The central treasurer or
head of the commercial department becomes
the cashier of the bank and calls for such
assistance from students and faculty as is
23. H. Meyer and S. Eddlemen. Financing Extra-Curricular
Activities, p.39 A. S. Barnes and Co. New York 1929
24. Ibid p. 31
25. Ibid p. 39
'.
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needed for the efficient operation of the
bank. As many tellers' windows and place
for individual deposits are set up as are
necessary for the handling of funds. Each
person or organization opening an account
is issued a bank book, which may be any
form the central treasurer may wish. A ledger
account is opened for each puoil or organi-
zation depositor. This ledger account is
opened for each pupil or organization depos-
itor. This ledger will have to be loose leaf
in order that as new accounts are opened a
sheet can be filled out and inserted alpha-
betically among the other accounts then in
operation.
When students desire to make deposits or with-
drawals they go to the school bank.
Whenever it is possible to deposit all money
received in the savings department of a com-
mercial bank, pupils and activities might be
paid a small percentage on their saving ac-
count. It is not advisable, however, to pay
interest on very small accounts. A pupil
should be required to save continuously until
he has saved a certain amount before he is
given interest on his savings.
The checking account consists of sufficient
money to meet actual expenses. A11 other
moneys form the saving account. The interest
from this money is used to pay interest on
student and organization savings accounts
with the school bank. Any surplus money from
this system could be used for any desirable
puroose or added at the end of the year to the
general account of the school. ^6
.
In 1930 Terry wrote, "No system of accounting can be
deemed efficient in the school that does not give priority
26. H. Meyer and S. Eddlemen. Financing Extra-Curricular
Activities p. 64 A. S. Barnes and Co. New York 1929
-.
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to educational considerations" * Terry calls his centralized
plan for the control of extra-curricular moneys the "Individ-
ual Head" plan and enumerates the outstanding features of
this plan as follows:
1. A specially qualified and bonded member of the
faculty who acts as general treasurer. It is
his duty to keep the money collected by all
pupil treasurers and to disburse it on proper
authorizations
•
2. A single bank account for the entire school
subject only to the order of the general
treasurer.
3. Monthly statements rendered by the general
treasurer to all organizations showing the
status of their accounts on his books.
4. Periodical publication of the audits of
the general treasurer.
5. A suitable system of accounting to which
all who participate are trained to con-
form under the supervision of the general
treasurer.
6. A pupil treasurer for each organization
whose duties include collecting funds,
depositing the same with the general
treasurer, presenting properly signed
requisitions, and keeping the books pre-
scribed for his organization. 23 *
Bookkeeping details which can be adjusted to individual needs
are outlined by Terry:
1. A cash journal kept by the general treasurer
to show all receipts and disbursements and
27. Paul W. Terry
.
Supervising Extra-Curricular Activities
p. 331 McGraw-Hill Book Co. New York 1930.
23. Ibid p. 331
:i=
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the status of the school’s account at any
time
.
2. A ledger book kept by the general treasurer
with (a) a separate page for every organi-
zation from which the status of its account
may be determined at any time and (b) a sep-
arate page from every merchant with whom the
school does business, on which are recorded
all bills as authorized and all payments as
made
.
5. A receipt book kept by the general treasurer.
Receipts are made out in duplicate, the orig-
inal being given to the pupil treasurer making
the deposit and the copy kept by the general
treasurer.
4. Voucher checks used by the general treasurer
for all disbursements on which appear the
specifications as to goods purchased and the
signature of all responsible parties.
5. Requisitions to be used by all organizations
when any purchases are made. Space is provided
for the name of the firm, specifications as
to goods, and the signatures of all respon-
sible parties. The requisitions are made out in
triplicate, one each for the general treasurer,
the organizations and the rendering firm.
6. Organization books to be kept by the pupil
treasurers. Each book records all receipts and
disbursements and it should balance with the
organizations account with the general treasurer.
In 1930 Reeder wrote:
Most schools to-day particularly the secondary
school, conduct many activities of an extra-
curricular nature, and most of these activities
are revenue-producing and revenue spending. The
minor types of such are athletics, school soci-
29. Paul W. G. Terry. Supervising Extra-Curricular
Activities
.
p.334. McGraw-Hill Book Co. 1930
.
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eties and clubs, and school publications.
And in another book, published the same year, the same writer
said:
In spite of the fact that practically all
such activities are financed by student fees
and contributions and not by public funds,
school officials should assume the responsi-
bility of supervising their accounts. In
order that the accounts may be properly con-
trolled, a definite accounting procedure
should be established. Without definite
accounting a legitimate expenditure of the
funds cannot be assured, the reputations
of individuals who handle the funds are apt
to be smirked, and policies for the adminis-
tration of various activities cannot be prop-
erly made and executed.
Also writing in 1930 Morgan and Cline stressed the education-
al values to be derived by students participating in the ac-
tual work of keeping the records.
The management of school finances ought not
to be systematized merely for convenience,
but, primarily since it is a part of an ed-
ucational system, for educational purposes.
The management of school activities is as
near a real live situation as will likely be
found in any school.
The accounting system should be complete
enough to provide the essential information,
but sufficiently simple in its operation so
that it may readily be kept by bookkeeping
students under the supervision of the school
treasurer, ^t the same time it should con-
form to recognized principles of accounting.
30. W. G. Reeder. The Fundamentals of Public School Ad-
ministration p. 527 MacMillan Co. New York 1930
31. W. G. Reeder. Business -Administration of a School
System
, p.117 Ginn and Co. Boston 1929.
32. E. Morgan and E. Cline. Systematizing the Work of
School Principals
, p, 197 Prof. Tech. Press, New York 1930
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And on the responsibility of advisors supervising the handling
of funds by students:
Whenever students act as collectors or sales-
men, it is advisable to have a daily accounting.
xhe advisor in charge of these students should
feel obligated to require a daily check. Some
students are dishonest. Others have not been
trained in caring for money and may lose it
through their own carelessness or through dis-
honesty of others. It is part of the duty of the
school to prevent tempting those whosg^charac-
ters are forming under their charge.
In discussing the reasons for budgeting of school funds Morgan
and Cline wrote: "one great duty of the school to train for
more successful living and one prerequisite to successful
living is the ability to live within one's means." They
maintained that careful organization of the accounting for
extra-curricular, is important for the following reasons:
1. It -provides accuracy.
2. It saves time and worry.
3. It is a bit of machinery that promotes and
furthers school activities.
4. It is equable.
5. It is educative.
and they pointed out the following evils resulting from hap-
hazard accounting:
1. The temptation and the practice of charging
unauthorized purchases to the school.
2. Difficulty in tracing and verifying bills
that are entirely justifiable in themselves.
33. E. Morgan and E. Cline. Systematizing the Work of
School Principals, p. 199 Prof. Tech. Press, New York 1930
34. Ibid p. 198
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3. Overemphasis of certain activities.
4. strangling of worthwhile enterprises.
5. Poor planning in the use of money.
6. Muddled accounts.
7. A multiplicity of accounts and of
accounting systems that makes audit-
ing and supervision difficult and
causes a duplication of effort in
sheer bookkeeping.
8. Examole of poor management set before
many pupils as individuals and before
the school as a whole. ^5.
In 1931 Noble wrote in the preface of his excellent
little book:
A very worthwhile part of modern education
consists in the development in students of
a sense of responsibility for their fellows
and a willingness to do something to enrich
the life of the community to which they be-
long. This can only be promoted indirectly
at the school by creating an environment in
which students naturally develop a sense of
responsibility by the practice of it and not
by means of exortation through academic study.
There are innumerable ways in which students
at school can take part in the necessary work of
the institution in assisting each other. Admin-
istering and recording the financial transac-
tions of the associated student body is one of
the most important. Taxing the student body
for the purpose of successfully carrying out
activities for the general welfare of the com-
munity of which each student is a part, the neces-
sity of making receipts and expenditures balance,
the equity of dealing fairly with all types of
activities, the importance of studying finan-
cial statements in order to wisely plan future
procedure are problems which students will later
meet in their public, business, and orivate
35. E. Morgan and E. Cline. Systematizing the Work of
School Principals
, p. 198 Prof. Tech. Press, New ¥ork 1930
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lives. Educators cannot afford to miss this
opportunity of helping students learn by doing.
Further on in the same book he wrote:
Briefly, by way of recapitulation, there are
three important policies to be remembered in
general in regard to student body income. In
the first place all of the net income of a
student body, exceoting collections for gra-
tuities, coming from the students is student
body income. Secondly, and merely a corollary to
the first, organizations within and without the
student body may not use the students as a source
of income. Third, there is a saturation point
in the number of student body income-producing
activities beyond which additional ones will
decrease rather than increase the net income of
the student body. 37.
Concerning a student body ticket Noble listed: "1 Admis-
sion to interscholastic contest; 2. Subscription to news
„
38 •
organ; 3. Annual; 4. Literary Magazine. as the uses most
frequently found.
In setting the price to be charged for the
student body ticket, it is essential to con-
sider (1) the ability, (2) the willingness of
the students to pay and (3) the amount of money
required from this source to carry on the stu-
dent body activities. Democratic principles
demand that the advantages of membership in the
student body be placed as nearly as possible
within the financial reach of all students.
The price, therefore, ought to be set as low
as Is consistent with a constructive student
body program. 39.
Noble’s plan envisages the central treasurer acting as banker
36. L. °cott Noble. Student Body Finances and .accounting
,
p.3 South-Western Publishing Co., New York 1931.
37. Ibid.p . 37
38. Ibid.p. 50
39. Ibid.o . 51
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for school activities and organizations. The treasurer makes
payments against two different types of balances: (1) deposit
account balances and (2) budget drawing account balances.
Concerning the former the author wrote:
The student body stands in much the same re-
lation to depositing organizations as a bank
does to its depositors. The student body must
pay out of the depositing organizations ac-
counts at the order of the faculty advisor of
the organization, up to the balance of the or-
ganization’s account. Not knowing when the
faculty advisor of an organization may order
payment made out of the organization’s account,
the student body treasury must be ready at any
time to make such payments. Even as deposits
ina commercial bank are current liabilities
of the bank, so also are deposit accounts in
the student body current liabilities of the
student body. 40.
The budget drawing account operates in conjunction with
the student body council or cabinet and their sources of in-
come are:
1. student body ticket sale
2. cafeteria
3. bookstore
4. pay assemblies, (a)movies (b) evening
entertainments, and (c) regular school
time assemblies to which admission is
charged.
5.. athletic contests,
6. publications, (a) school paper, (b) school
annual, and (c) literary magazine
7. sundry other sources of income such as
forensics, interest income, carnival day,
etc. 41.
40. L. Scott Noble. Student Body Finances and Accounting
p.71 South-Western Publishing Co., New York 1931.
41. Ibid p. 30
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Concerning budget drawing accounts Noble said:
Under the budget system the net income of
the student body is from time to time divided
among the departments of the student body ac-
cording to the ratio which their respective
shares in the budget bear to the total amount
of the budget. This is, of course, accomplished
by a bookkeeping entry, which charges the unap-
propriated budget income account and credits the
respective drawing accounts of the departments of
the student body. When this is done, the depart-
ments are notified as to the amount with which
their respective drawing accounts have been cred-
ited by the aopronriation of income. The depart-
ments know, therefore, that they may incur ex-
penses in the furtherance of their work, up to
the amount of the balances of their respective
accounts as evidenced by the notification of dis-
tributions of income and duplicated withdrawal slips,
or later to be known as payment vouchers. They
know that such bills will be paid by the student
body treasurer and charged to their respective
drawing accounts. Consequently, it will be seen,
that the student body stands in much the same re-
lation to budget drawing accounts as it does to
deposit accounts explained above. Both are cur-
rent liabilities of the student body. The rela-
tion of the student body to budget drawing ac-
counts bears a close analogy to the relationship
between a corporation and its stockholders after
a dividen<* has been declared, but before such
dividend has been paid. Authors of accounting
texts are agreed that a dividend becomes a cur-
rent liability of a corporation after its dec-
laration by the board of directors. In exactly
the same way do the budget appropriations of the
student body become current liabilities of student
body after the budget appropriations is declared
by the student body cabinet.
In 1931 Englehart wrote concerning budgeting procedure:
Annual budgetary statements should be required
of all spending agencies in the school system.
42. L. Scott Noble. Student Body Finances and Accounting,
p. 72. South-Western Publishing Co., New York 1931.
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A requirement of this kind is important in train-
ing the students who are associated in the manage-
ment of the extra-curricular activities ... .Even
though the oublic does not provide all the funds
to maintain the various activities which are op-
erated or maintained by student bodies in the
schools, the board of education should be familiar
with the conditions. ihe budgets of the internal
activities should be uniformly prepared in all
schools. They should show the tentative plan, the
contemolated expenditures, and sources and amounts
of income anticipated. All extra-curricular ac- 4 „
tivities should be operated on a budgetary plan.
In the same year Hunkins wrote concerning supervision:
Too often school administrators have permitted
the organizations of classes, clubs and soci-
eties in the school with money-collecting powers
without making any adequate provisions for prop-
er supervision of the funds. This is not only
unfair to those who contribute the money but it
also throws temptation into the path of youth
during the formative years. 44 •
Fretwell in 1931 devoted considerable space to a dis-
cussion of extra-curricular finance and wrote as follows:
Regardless of whether funds are kept in the prin-
cipal's office or by a faculty or pupil treasurer,
all accounts should be audited. Such a plan not
only insures veracity of records and, in older
school, show trends of business, but at the same
time insures an adequate method of accounting...
This audit can be made by an auditor from the
superintendent's office, by the principal, by a
faculty or pupil committee, by a well trained bank
clerk, or, better still by a certified public
accountant. It seems unnecessary to say that
all money should pass through a central treasurer,
that accounts should be audited, and that no
officer should audit his own accounts.
43. Fred Fnglehart
.
Public School Organization and admin-
istration
. p. 490 Ginn and Co. Boston 1931.
44. Ralph Hunkins. The Suoerintendent at Work in Smaller
Schools
, p.237 D. C. Heath and Co. New York 1931.
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There are many schools that have organized their
extra-curricular finances on a sound, construc-
tive basis However, other studies that have
been made thus far show that many, in fact a ma-
jority, of schools are still in the kind of fi-
nances under discussion as go-as-you-please pol-
icy, or that the principal has be-n so ineffec-
tive in developing an educationally constructive
policy that he, or his secretary has to handle all
finances. It seems that many principals by a "
"laissez-faire" policy are educating their teachers
and pupils to do the very things financially against
which these same principals cry out if done in pub-
lic life. 45 *
Fretwell also believed that the treasurer should be bonded.
In 1935 Almack quoted McClure, a superintendent of schools
who stated: "The rapid increase in organized student activ-
ities has imposed upon the principal another responsibility
46
.
in seeing that such funds are well administered.
In 1936 Langfitt, Cyr and Newson wrote: "one bank account
should be kept for the funds of all activities, and the di-
vision of funds between activities should be indicated by
ti 47the accounting system within the school.
DeYoung wrote in the same year:
‘Ihe increasing importance of extra-curricular
activities, and the growth in the receipts and
expenditures of such organizations as athletics
associations and dramatic clubs, for example,
emphasizes the necessity of school control and
45. E. K. Fretwell. Extra-Curricular Activities in Sec-
ondary Schools
, p .445 1931
46. John Almack. Modern School Administration, p.136
Houghton Mifflin Co., New York 1935.
47. R. E. Langfitt, F. Cyr and W. Newsom. The Small High
School
, p.556 American Book Co., New York 1936.
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the function of budgets in such groups.
Many superintendents complain that merchants
are constantly bombarding them with unpaid bills
for goods purchased by extra-curricular organ-
izations. 'Each organization should be required
to prepare a budget and a working plan for next
year.' Here again the function of the budget con-
sists largely of control but it plays also the
more significant role of building desirable fi-
nancial habits in students. 'The educational
value of student participation in these impor-
^g
tant business matters should not be overlooked.'
Terry in 1937 published the following findings showing
that although student activities funds varied in direct ratio
to the enrollment, the average amount per pupil varied in-
directly to the size of the school.
THE AMOUNT OF MONEY RAISED BY STUDENT ACTIVITIES IN
HIGH SCHOOLS OF DIFFERENT SIZES 49 *
Number of
pupils en-
rolled
Number of
Schools
Median
Receipts
Average
Amount per
pupil
0-439 83 |1,646 $6 .58
500-999 46 3,250 4.33
1000-1,499 16 5,000 4.00
1500-1,999 19 5,375 3.07
2000-2,499 10 7,500 3.33
2500-2,999 5 7,875 2.14
48. Chris A. DeYoung. Budgeting in Public Schools , p.13
Doubleday, Doran and Co t , Garden City, New York 1936.
49. P. W. Terry. Supervising Extra-Curricular Activ-
i ties
. p. 130 McGraw-Hill Book Co. New York 1930.
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In 1937 Bolton, Cole and Jessup wrote:
All student funds should be deposited in a
bank and no withdrawals should be made except
upon requisition duly signed by the president
and treasurer of the student body and the su-
perintendent .
No purchase should be made from the student
fund except on written order signed by the
secretary and president of the student body
and by the superintendent or his duly ap-
pointed representatives .5°
McKown in 1937 devoted a great deal of space and thought
to extra-curricular finances. Some of his more pertinent
suggestions were as follows:
The schools should have the financial affairs
of its extra-curricular activities supervised
by a Board of Finance or Finance Committee.
In general, there are two types of financial
organizations of extra-curricular activities
on the basis of control. These are the de-
centralized and centralized organizations.
DECENTRALIZED. In this type of financial or-
ganization each club or activity handles its
funds as it chooses. Of course, there may
be limitations in the matter of bookkeeping,
auditing, reports, use of supplies, etc.,
but, in general, each organization can raise
and spend its own money as it desires. Because
this system or lack of it can hardly be recom-
mended, no time shall be taken to discuss it.
CENTRALIZED. The second tyne of control is that
in which there is a central treasurer who handles
all of the moneys coming in from all of the ac-
tivities, and a central control which admin-
isters this central fund. -*-•
The Central treasurer is usually a faculty
50. F. Bolton, T. Cole, and J. Jessup. The Beginning
Superintendent
.
p.82 MacMillan Co., New York 1937.
51. H. McKown. Extra-Curricular Activities , p.565
MacMillan Co., New York 1937.
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member or principal and the commercial depart-
ment can help the treasurer.
The treasurer should be properly bonded and should
have regular office hours or be easily available.
If any amount is kept on the school premises ,
it should be protected by burglary insurance.
McKown also suggested:
establishing an activity office in connection
with the commercial department which would
provide for far greater educational oppor-
tunity. All letters dealing with activities
are dictated, typed, and mailed by this de-
partment; ticket selling campaigns and drives
are promoted and handled by it; competitive
bids are secured for important articles, ma-
terial equipment, and services, and these are
purchased in accordance with its advice and
with its assistance.
McKown attacked the practice of receiving interest on funds
"if safe investments are made."
An "interest-bearing fund," a magic expression
in the minds of many obsessed principals, is a
delusion and a snare. It is a delusion because
of the small income derived from it... such a
device is illogical and harmful because the
emphasis is placed on raising and saving, rather
than upon raising and investing funds in im-
proved activities. Better a small fund and
many activities than a large fund and few. 54.
When an organization desires to purchase goods,
it uses a requisition blank. This blank is
made out in triplicate, and after approval, one
copy goes to the vendor, one to the organization
disbursing officer, and one to the central
treasurer. 55.
52.
H. McKown. Extra-Curricular Activities
, p.642
MacMillan Co., New York 1937.
53. Ibid p. 645
54. Ibid p. 637
55. Ibid p. 561
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Whenever the disbursing officer of an organi-
zation desires to pay a bill, he issues a "Pay
Order" to the central treasurer. This pay order
should always be issued in duplicate (different
colors if possible) . The original should be
delivered together with the invoice to be paid,
to the central treasurer, and the duolicate
should remain with the records of the organiza-
tion. Upon receipt of the "pay order", the
central treasurer issued a voucher check for
the amount of the invoice, retaining a record
of the check stub. $6
.
McKown suggested that the financial statements issued by the
Finance Board or Committee be posted, or published in the
school paper. He recommended:
A central treasurer's receipt, to be issued in
duplicate
.
A pay order, to be issued in duplicate by the
activity treasurer for ordering paymentof
requisitioned goods. One copy is retained
for the activity treasurer's files, while
the other goes to the central treasurer who
writes the check.
A treasurer's check to be written by the central
treasurer on receipt of pay orders from the
activity treasurer. The check should be ac-
companied by remittance advice when sent to
the vendor so he will know what items have
been paid for.
A requisition blank, to be issued in triplicate
by the central treasurer. One copy is retained,
one goes to the file of the activity treasurer
making the purchase, and one to the vendor.
A ticket report, to be issued to all ticket
sellers. This records the number of tickets
of the various kinds taken and provides
space for an accounting before return.
General activity reports, to be prepared by man-
agers of athletics, plays, operettas, etc. This
is to show the income and itemized expenditures
for an activity or event.
56. H. C. McKown. Extra-Curricular Activities p. 559
MacMillan Co., New York 1937.
57. Ibid p. 642.
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There are many methods of accounting which are
suitable for use in the program of extra-curricular
activities, and some of these are more appropriate
for certain types, sizes of schools, and internal
organizations than others. Consequently, as has
been emphasized all through this book, some other
school's plan should not be copied blindly, A
serious consideration of the conditions, possibil-
ities, and limitations of the local setting must
precede any attempt to develop a financial system
for it. Building a careful, accurate, and busi-
ness-like procedure takes time... and is worth it.
Laflin in 1938 reported on the findings of a survey by
the Judd Club of Chicago: which showed that in twenty- seven
secondary schools out of fifty-eight, the commercial teacher
59
or head of the commercial department was general treasurer. *
A year later ^lobetz wrote:
The financing of extra-curricular activities, as
a rule, is not an integral part of the financing
program of the board of education. Because this
is true, the responsibility of securing and ex-
pending funds for this purpose rests squarely upon
the high school staff and the pupils. This res-
ponsibility is not a light one. In many cases,
the total amount of funds handled during a school
year exceeds the amount handled by the local
chamber of commerce. However, regardless of the
amount, it is imperative that this job be done
In a business-like manner. A definite program
for the accounting of these funds is necessary. bU *
In the same year (1939) Mason wrote: "a centralized plan
of the accounting of extra-curricular funds seems to be the
58. H. C. McKown. Extra-Curricular Activities
, p.647
MacMillan Co., New York 1937.
59
.
A. Laflin. "Administering the Finances of the Student
Organization," Business Education World . 19:67 September 1938.
60. F. Slobetz . "An Internal Accounting System," School
Activities 11:113 November 1939.
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most practical. All funds are handled by a central treasurer
0 ^
under the control of a finance committee."
The same writer had this to say concerning the allocation
>) I
of funds:
A question which is becoming vexatious in many
schools is the proper allocation of all proceeds
of various activities. If there be a surplus
from athletics or dramatics, shall this be drawn
upon for the assistance of the school annual or
other non-producing activities? Or shall each
activity be self-sustaining, and failing this,
be discontinued? It is not easy to solve this
problem, but usually it may be said that a very
strong positive case must be made out before
the common treasury can be invaded, and then
only by way of subsidizing the activity tempor-
arily. The student sentiment is much better
when money raised in one field is spent in close
relation to that field, than if it is diverted
to an interest quite alien. The idea of a def-
inite budget system wherby all funds go into a
common treasury, and are allocated strictly
according to demonstrated needs, irrespective
of revenue-producing ability, is probably too
advanced for any schools to favor as yet. Such
a plan can be best worked out when the students
council has, as one or its main functions, the
budget making power. Experiments in this direc-
tion are yet too infrequent for definite conclu-
sions to be drawn. The field is still open for
experiment by some of our progressive schools. 6 ^*
In 1940 Pfahl, who made "A Survey of Extra-Curricular
Finance Control and Accounting Practices in Oregon High
Schools" found that complete uniformity of methods of control
and accounting practices did not exist. On the basis of his
61. H. V. Mason. "The Accounting of Extra-Curricular
Activity Funds," School Activities. Seotember 1939. p.7
62. Ibid p. §
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findings he made the following recommendations:
a. That schools reporting a "paternalistic” attitude
of control, adopt a "democratic" attitude of
control, since student narticipation should be
a primary factor in any extr-curricular accounting
system.
b. That schools using students as central treasurers
provide adequate supervision for them.
c. $hat the bookkeeping required of activity trea-
surers be checked from time to time to prevent
treasurers from neglecting this duty.
d. That a greater number of schools require signed
requisitions of students before they are per-
mitted to charge purchases against extra-curricular
funds
.
e. 1hat bonds be required of a greater number of
persons who draw checks on extra-curricular funds,
particularly in the cases in which individuals
can withdraw money without countersignatures.
f. That schools adapt additional forms to use in
the accounting for extra-curricular funds, so
that students will learn to collect and disburse
money in a business-like manner. treasurer’s
receipts, requisitions, remittance checks and
advices, and reports for soecific activities
might well be used more generally.
g. That more schools, particularly the smaller ones
adopt the oractice of general budget making and
also budget making for the various activities.
h. That extra-curricular accounting procedures be
utilized as materials for instruction to a
greater extent. Larger schools might well avail
themselves of this opportunity since, no doubt,
a large percentage of these schools offer courses
in bookkeeping, shorthand, typewriting, office
practices, and business letter writing.
i. That all schools adopt systems of checking
ticket sale receipts, in which the cash turned in
must check with the number of tickets sold.
j. That all schools adopt the practice of turning
all reciots from an activity into the central
treasurer before any bills are paid from this
money.
k. That special classes be established at the begin-
ning of each term to give student officers in-
struction in accounting matters relating to extra-
curricular activities.
..
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l. That all schools require financial statements
of activities and organizations at stated inter-
vals, preferably once a month or once a six-
weeks, and that these statements be posted on
the bulletin boards of published in the school
paper.
m. That more schools utilized senior class funds
remaining at the end of the year for some pur-
pose that will be of lasting value to the school.
In 1940 Potter made a survey of schools in Texas and
among his findings the following are of interest:
1. In the schools employing a central treasurer,
the superintendent usually acts in this ca-
pacity.
2. The practice of bonding the central treasurer
is not used to any great extent. Only four of
the schools require this bond.
3. The amount of money handled by the activities
of the schools varied from $15 to $9,160.
4. In seven schools, the central treasurer is
paid a salary ranging from twenty-five to
eighty-five dollars per month, but not for
this purpose alone, other duties are attached.
5. The board of education is the general source
of the salary paid the central treasurer.
6. The amount of the training of the person who
handles the activity funds is varied and ranges
from none to B. B. A. degree.
7. Twenty-eight of the schools report that unex-
pended balances are carried forward for the
activity the next school year.
8. In twenty-one of the schools, the athletic
fund or account is not a part of the internal
accounting; it is cared for, usually, by an
athletic council.
9. Forty- two of the schools use the check to pay
all accounts.
10
The forms used in most of the schools are:
deposit slips, receipts, requisitions, pur-
chase order, pay order, checks, cash book.
63. T. R. Pfahl. A Survey of Fxtra-Curricular r inance
Control and Accounting Practices in Oregon High Schools
Master's Thesis, University of Washington. 1940.
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ledger and journal.
11.
A majority of the schools require an audit of
the activity fund, and in most cases the audit
is made annually.
Potter set forth the following twenty-three rules and regu
lations as the basis for an adequate accounting system:
>
1. All rules and regulations pertaining to the
accounting system should be adhered to under
all circumstances.
2. All rules and regulations should be approved
by the board of education.
3. In all non-academic activities conducted by
the high school, there should be a complete,
Dermanent, and uniform system of financial
record
.
4. The accounting system should show for the
entire school year the net profits and losses
resulting from the conduct of each activity.
5. The control and supervision of the accounting
system should be invested in a finance com-
mittee, one of which should be the central
treasurer.
6. The finance committee should be apoointed by
the executives of the school and approved by
the board of education.
7. The finance committee should be responsible
for the maintenance of a system of records
to control all financial transactions that
occur in connection with each activity.
8. The central treasurer should be bonded.
9. This bond should be created and paid for by
the board of education.
10. The central treasurer should accept and record
all deposits from the activities.
11. The central treasurer shall deposit in the
bank to the credit of the General Activities
Fund all moneys received.
12. All funds should be deposited in one account
with the bank.
13. The central treasurer should give a receipt
for all money given him for deposit or other-
wise.
64. J. Potter. A Proposed Internal Accounting System for
Public Schools Under 500 Scholastic Population . Master’s
Thesis, Baylor University Texas June 1940. p.72.
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14. The central treasurer, upon proper authority
should pay all bills promptly and by check.
His signature, alone should be sufficient.
15. There should be a definite place for the keep-
ing of the activity records by the central
treasurer.
16. A justifiable filing system should be fur-
nished the central treasurer.
17. The creation of a centralized accounting
system should not take away the responsibility
of keeping records within the activity. Each
activity must, by all means, have a system of
records.
18. A definite explanation should be given the
activity managers and sponsors concerning
the procedure followed in the accounting plan.
19. A monthly statement should be given by the
central treasurer to each activity, to the
superintendent, and to the board of education.
20. All pay orders should be properly signed and
accompanied by the original invoice.
21. Each activity should submit a budget of its
program for the entire year sometime within
the first two weeks of the school term.
22. The entire system of records should be open
to inspection and audit at all times.
23. All funds unexpended at the close of the
school year should be carried forward, on
balance, to the credit of activities to
which they belong.
Potter concluded that "every school, large or small, should
use the centralized type of activity accounting." He found
that "simplicity" was the characteristic of the system most
frequently mentioned followed by "low cost" and "efficiency."
In 1945 Elsdon wrote In his very fine dissertation that
as a result of his study the following questions arose in his
65. J. Potter. A Proposed Internal Accounting System for
Public Schools Under 500 Scholastic Population
. p . 1 1
5
Master’s Thesis, Baylor University, Texas June 1940.
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mind:
1. What is the legal status of student organizations?
2. ^o we need state legislation covering the finan-
cial affairs of these organizations?
3. Would the by-laws of school boards be sufficient
in this respect?
4. Would the rules of the student organizations be
sufficient?
5. Who has legal title to the furniture and equip-
ment purchased out of internal school funds?
6. °an boards of education legally appropriate
these funds for public purposes?
7. What security is there against the loss of these
funds in the event of failure of the depository?
B. Who can legally invest surplus funds of this
character?
9. Should the surety bond on the financial officers
of the student organizations be made cut in the
name of school district, the principal or stu-
dent council? 66.
66. C. Elsdon. Auditing of Internal School Accounts p.115
Doctor's dissertation. University of Pittsburgh.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
The questionnaire was the principal research instrument
used in securing the data in this study. The instrument
finally used was based upon one used by Pfahl in a similar
survey made of Oregon High Schools in 1940 and found in his
thesis: "A Survey of Extra-Curricular Finance Control and
Accounting Practices in Oregon High Schools." Some addi-
tional information was obtained by means of telephone and
personal conversations with high school principals in the
ureater Boston area and members of the Seminar Class of
^oston University.
The original questionnaire prepared for this New England
survey contained thirty-seven questions (see Schedule A).
This was submitted to the Seminar Class, a group of exper-
ienced teachers, many of whom had had exoerience in the
handling of extra-curricular funds, as a trial group.
It had been restricted to two pages upon the general sug-
gestion of the adviser. The class discussion revealed
the belief of many critics that there were still several
1. T. Pfahl. A Survey of Extra-Curricular Finance Con-
trol and Accounting Practices in Oregon High Schools
,
Master's
Thesis, University of Washington. 1940.
;-m:
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unnecessary questions. As a result of these helpful sugges-
tions seven questions were eliminated. The class believed
that the synonomous use of the words "activities" and "organ-
izations" was confusing and so the latter was substituted
for the former wherever possible.
Another major criticism concerned poor grouping of
questions and this was corrected on the next draft, (see
Schedule B.) This regrouping further reduced the number of
questions
•
A suggestion to include my own name and address on the
questionnaire in case the self-addressed envelope became lost,
was also made and incorporated in the final draft. The
word "business" was substituted for "commercial" at the
suggestion of the members of the class. In question number
2 the words "have you" were replaced by "are there in your
school." In question number 11 the words "or the general
body funds" were cancelled as being superfluous.
As a result of the seminar criticisms and suggestions
the second draft was made incorporating all of the above
suggestions as illustrated in schedule B. In a final con-
ference with the adviser a few more changes were made.
Question number 7 became 6A. Question 10B now 9B was clari-
fied by a change of wording and IOC was eliminated. In the
final draft the space between the statement of the purpose
of the questionnaire and the instructions was eliminated
E >
.
.
-
.
.
.
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thereby making possible better spacing on the page. The
final draft also included the statement after question num-
ber 23 and the name and address of the sender*
The mailing list was obtained by writing to the Com-
missioners of Education of the six New England states.
(Schedule C.) The first mailing of questionnaire ( see
page 43) with covering letter ( see page 42) went to
schools in Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, and Con-
necticut on December 12, 1947; the other two stateb lists
not having arrived at that time. The first mailing to
Rhode Island and Maine was sent on January 7, 1948. There
were 21 high schools with an enrollment of 1000 or more in
Connecticut; 4 in Maine; 47 in Massachusetts; 4 in New Hamp-
shire; 9 in Rhode Island; 1 in Vermont. As a result of the
first mailing 14 or 56 per cent were returned from Connec-
ticut; 2 or 50 per cent from Maine; 27 or 57 per cent from
Massachusetts; 2 or 50 per cent from New Hampshire; 4 or
44 per cent from Rhode Island: 0 or 0 per cent from Vermont.
The net return was 49 or 57 ;oer cent on the original Mailing.
A follow up letter ( see page 44) with another copy of
the questionnaire was sent to those not replying in the first
four states on February 11 and to the two remaining states,
Rhode Island and Maine in March, with the following results:
2 from Connecticut; 5 from Massachusetts; 1 from New Hamp-
shire; and no additional replies from the other three
-’ » in'- : P .V H ' Ofc
>
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T^e 8 additional replies raised the percentage of res
ponse from 57 to 66 per cent, -^or complete summary of the
results see Table I below.
TABLE I
RESPONSE J 0 QUESTIONNAIRE BY STATES
STATES NUMBER REPLIES TOTAL PER
QUESTIONNAIRES
SENT
1st.
mailing
2nd.
mailing
REPLIES CENT OP
REPLIES
Connecticut 21 14 2 16 76
Maine 4 2 0 2 50
Massachusetts 47 27 5 32 68
New Hampshire 4 2 1 3 75
Rhode Island 9 4 0 4 44
Vermont 1 0 0 0 0
86 49 8 57 66
.,
.
.
COVERING LETTER
333 Porter Street
Melrose, Massachusetts
January 7, 1943
Dear Sir:
I am currently engaged in a research project concerning the
handling of extra-curriculr r funds in the larger high schools of
New England. It is my hope that on the oasis of the answers
received on the enclosed questionnaire I may be able to develop
a plan for the control of extra-curricular finances.
hill you kindly fill in this questionnaire or pass it on
to the person in charge of extra-curricular affairs? In sum-
marizing the results of my findings, the identity of your school
will in no way be disclosed.
Sxncereiy,
Paul C. Smith

43
QUESTIONNAIRE
The purpose of this questionnaire is to obtain facts, from New England High
Schools, pertaining to the control of and methods of accounting for money coming
from extra-curricular organisations, not including athletics and cafeteria, exceed
for question $4 . Please underscore the answer or answers that best describe the
situation in your school. If none is applicable U3e the space provided.
1. What is the enrollment of your schooI?__
__
2. How many extra-curricular organizations are there in your school?
3 . What is the total amount of their annual expenditures? (estimate)
4 . Do you sell an annual student activities ticket? a. yes; b.no;c.
A* Price? B. What does it include?
C. What percentage of your students buy it?
5. What individual or group formulates the financial policies, method of control,
etc., for the entire year? a. principal jb. central treasurer ;c. faculty sponsors,
d. student council; e.
6. What type of extra-curricular organization accounting system do you have in
your school?a.centraxized; to. decentralized; c. integrated with the business
department; c. school bank pian;c.
A. 'Who is in charge of the system? a. principal; b. business teacher; c. other
faculty member; d. central treasurer; e.
7. Does each organization prepare a budget of its own? a. yes; b.no; c.
8. If organizations have little means of self-support, does your school subsi-
dize them from other activity funds? a.yes; b. no; c.
_
9. Who is the central treasurer in your school?a.have none ;b. principal;
c. student; d. student with faculty supervisor; e. business teacher;!, other
faculty member; g. secretary employed for this purpose ;h.
A. Is he bonded? a. yes; b. no;c.
B. Is he remunerated in any way?a.yes; b.no; c. How much?$
d. lighter teaching load
10.
Does each extra-curricular organization have a student treasurer of its own?
a. yes; b. no; c.
A. Is this student treasurer required to keep a specified set of accounts
or books?a.yes; b.no; c,
3. Does this individual organization treasurer bank with the central
treasurer? a. yes; b. no; c.

11. Do students do the bookkeeping in your central accounting system ?&. yes;
b. no; c.
_
.
12. In the accounting viork and handling of extra-curricuxar money, do students
always have the aid of a faculty supervisor? a.yes; b. no; c.
13. Do you have a special class of instruction for students and organisation
treasurers to train them in the accounting matters relating to extra-curri-
cular organizations? a.yes; b. no; c
.
14. How are extra-curricular funds banxed?a. in one checking account in a local
bank? b. in several checking accounts in several local banks; c. partly in
checking account and partly in savings account; d.
15. Must the faculty sponsor approve all organization expenditures before they are
contracted? a. yes; b. no; c.
___ _
16. Must the principal approve all expenditures from organization funds before
they are made? a. yes; b. no; c.
.
_____
17. Who signs the checks for approved expenditures? a. principal; b. central
treasurer; c. student body treasurer; d. organization treasurers . faculty
sponsor; f._
18. Is a countersignature required?a. yes; b. no, countersigned by: a. principal;
b. central treasurer; c. student body treasurer; d. organisation treasurer;
e. faculty sponsor; f.__
19- Is the consent of a student council or committee required before any expen-
ditures can be contracted against student funds; a. yes; b. no, c._
20. Do you have an audit of the extra-curricular accounts at regular intervals?
a. yes; b- no; How often?
21. Are financial statements required of organizations at stated intervals?
a. yes; b. no; c.
A. Are these statements published in the school paper or on bulletins?
a. yes; b. no; c._
_ ___
22. What do you do with senior class funds at the end of the year? a. turn them
back into general student body fund; b. buy a gift for the school; c. permit
class to spend it for a party, dance, picnic; d. set them aside for reunion;
c
.
23- Do you wish to receive a summary of this survey? a. yes; b. no.
NAME
ADDRESS
Please use the reverse side for additional suggestions and comments, and
return to: Paul C. Smith, 333 Porter Street, Melrose, Massachusetts.

FOLLOW UP LETTER
333 Porter Street
Melrose, Mass.
February 11, 1943
Dear Sir:
In December I sent questionnaires similar to the enclosed to
all of the larger high schools of Hew England. Although the res-
ponse has been gratifying - over 50$ - I hope th^t yours and many
others may yet be returned.
Some of the findings thus f ^ r have been most interesting.
The answer to question y3 varies from ,,-200 to .^50,000 with a
surprising numoer of schools in the thirty and forty thousand
dollar range. In answer to //9a, 40$ of the schools underline
"a, yes", a complete summary of the results ill be mailed to
all who wish it. May I have your answer soon?
Paui C. Smith
•; )
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
In the presentation of the findings, regarding the prac
tices prevailing in the larger New England High Schools in
the control of extra-curricular funds, the data in this
chapter have been summarized in the same direct sequence
as it appeared on the questionnaire, (schedule B)
1. What is the enrollment of your school ?
Fifty-seven schools reported a total enrollment of
85,037, individual enrollments ranging from 935 to
3500. The exact average was 1492, the grouped mean
1470.2, and the median 1400 and the mode 1200.
2. How many extra-curricular organizations are there in your
school?
Of the 57 schools reporting, 3 left the question un-
answered and 54 schools indicated a total of 1230 organ-
izations ranging from one to 56 per school. -4ie average
number of organizations of the 54 reporting schools was
22.7, the grouped mean was 21.79, the median 18 and the
distribution was bimodal at 8 and 18.
3. What is the total amount of their annual expenditures ?
Twelve of the 57 schools failed to answer this ques-
tion but the 45 schools answering, estimated a total of
$698,814 ranging from $200 to $50,000 and averaging
; »
'
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$15,529.50. The grouped mean was $15,100, the median
8000 and the mode $2,500. The cost per pupil ranged
from 16/ to $39.64.
The following coefficients of correlation show only slight
relationship between the results in the first three ques-
tions. For the 54 schools answering questions one and 2
the correlation between enrollment and the number of extra-
curricular organizations was .087. Forty-five schools
answered questions one and 3 and the correlation between en-
rollment and the extra-curricular expenditures was only .271.
For the 45 schools answering question 2 and 3 the correla-
tion between the number of organizations and the expendi-
tures was .044. For a summary of the answers to questions
one, 2 and 3 see Table II on page 47.
4 . Do you sell an annual student activities ticket ?
The "activities ticket" is not popular in the large
high schools of Wew -k-ngland. Nineteen or 33.3 per cent
of the schools answered "yes" on this question and 37
or 64.9 per cent "no" and there was no reply from one
school.
4A Price ?
‘^'he 19 schools above charge a total of $53.25 ranging
from 40/ to $7.50 and averaging $2.80.
4B itVhat does it include ?
In 11 cases the answer was "everything", in 5 cases
the answer was "athletic games only". One school in-
...
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eluded only year book pictures. The remaining 2 of the
above 19 left this question unanswered.
5. What individual or group formulates the financial policies ,
method of control, etc., for the entire year? a.principal;
b.central trea surer; c. faculty sponsors; d. student counci l;
There was less uniformity in the answers to this ques-
tion than in any other on the questionnaire. Of the 57
schools replying, 5 failed to answer this question, 7
named the principal, one the central treasurer, 8 the
faculty sponsors, one the student council. ->ix schools
named others not listed in the question such as: athletic
council, administrative staff, Superintendent, Soard of
Education or athletics. The remaining 29 schools named
combinations of those suggested in the question as follows*
ab-4, abc-7, abed-one, ac- 7, acd-2, ad-3,bc-one, cd-3.
TABLE III
ANALYSIS OF ANSWERS TO QUESTION 5
a. PRINCIPAL
Number
7
Per cent
Principal with others 24 54.3
b. CENTRAL TREASURER 1
Central treasurer with others 14 26.3
c
.
FACULTY SPONSORS 8
Faculty sponsors with others 22 52.6
d. STUDENT COUNCIL 1
Student council with others 10 19.3
e OTHERS 6 10.5
UNANSWERED 5 8.7
.«
,
**
.
.
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6 . Yi/hat type of extra-curricular organization accounting
system do you have in your school? a. centralized; b. de-
centralized; c .int egrated with the business department ;
d
.
school bank plan.
Assuming the centralized system to be the most desir-
able, the schools answering this questionnaire show up
well. Thirty-five or 61.4 per cent use the centralized
plan whereas only 7 or 12.2 per cent use the d ecentralized
plan, 9 or 15.7 per cent use a system integrated with bus-
iness department and 4 or 7 per cent indicate a system
which is a combination of a and c. Two questionnaires
failed to answer this question.
ed with the
usiness dept.
and integrat-
entralized
blanks
*.
.
.
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6A. Who is in charge of the system? a. principal; b. business
teacher; c. other faculty member; d. central treasurer .
In charge of this system in 14 schools is the princi-
pal, in 13 schools a business teacher. In 3 schools som®
other faculty member handles the system while in 10 schools
a central treasurer is the manager. In 7 schools some
other person such as the principal’s secretary operates
the system while in 8 schools the principal and some
other person handles the accounting system. Two schools
failed to answer this.
/ principal
/ 24*5$
business \
teacher \
22.7$ \
principal and / \ ^^faculty
\ some other / \ some
\ faculty / \other person j
member
14
$
central
treasurer
12 *2$
17.5$
.,n08 8X00/108 6 til .ISiloflSJ
oss.'ii'- o eXo0ri0a oI ai • 1
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7 . Does each organization prepare a budget of its own ?
Twenty-four schools or 42 per cent reported that each
organization prepares its own budget while 29 or 50.9 per
cent reported that the organizations did not make a bud-
get. One school said "some do" and 3 schools left the
question unanswered.
8 . If organizations have little means of self-support, does
your school subsi di ze them from jpther activity funds?
Twenty-two or 38.5 per cent of the schools subsidize
worthy organizations with funds from other activities.
Twenty-six or 45.5 per cent do not transfer money from
one activity to another and 7 or 12.2 per cent made qual-
ified answers while there were 2 who failed to answer the
question.
9. Who is the central treasurer in your school? a.have none ;
b. principal; c. student; d. student with faculty supervisor ;
e. business teacher; f. other faculty member; g. secretary
employed for this purpose .
Eight schools or 14 per cent have no central treasurer
while in 10 schools or 17.5 per cent he is the principal
and in 20 or 35 per cent of the schools he is a business
teacher. In 6 schools or 10.5 per cent some other faculty
member has the duties while in 4 or 7 per cent a secretary
is employed to do this work. In 6 schools or 10.5 per
cent some other non-faculty person has the title. In
one school the principal and business teacher handle the
duties together and in another system the superintendent
is the central treasurer. On this question there was one
Boston Un'fvarsity
School of Education
Library —
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unanswered*
9A. Is he bonded ?
Twenty-seven or 47.3 per cent answered "yes" while
25 or 43.9 per cent answered "no". There was one qual-
ified answer and there were 4 unanswered.
9B. Is he remunerated in any way? a. yes; b.no ; c. How much ?
d. lighter teaching load .
Twenty-nine or 51 per cent answered "yes" and 20 or
35 per cent answered "no". There were 8 unanswered.
Of those schools answering the "How much?" one each named
$>50, $75, $100,|200, $300, $500. Eight schools indicated a
..
-
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.
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lighter teaching load and 15 left this part of the ques-
tion unanswered.
10. Does each extra-curricular organization have a student
treasurer of its own ?
Forty-eight or 84 per cent answered "yes", 6 or 10.5
per cent answered "no", and one answered "some do and
some don’t". There were 2 who failed to answer.
IOA. Is this student treasurer required to keep a specified
set of accounts or books ?
Thirty-six or 63 per cent answered "yes", 10 or 17.5
per cent answered "no". There were 4 qualified answers
such as "optional" and 7 which were unanswered.
IOB. Does this individual organization treasurer bank with
the central treasurer ?
Forty-one or 71.9 per cent answered "yes", 9 or 15.7
per cent wrote "no". There were 2 qualified answers
and 5 unanswered.
11. Do students do the bookkeeping in your central accounting
system?
The replies to this question were conclusive proof
that the larger high schools in New England do not use
the bookkeeping connected with extra-curricular funds
as a teaching device. Only 7 schools or 12.2 per cent
answered "yes" while 40 schools or 70 per cent answered
"no", ^ix schools made qualified answers such as; "Have
student assistant" and there were 4 who failed to answer.
..
.
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12. In the accounting work and handling of extra-curricular
money, do students always have the aid of a faculty su-
pervisor ?
All schools answered this question in the affirmative
except for 2 of the 57 which left it unanswered.
13. Do you have a special class of instruction for students
and organization treasurers to train them in the ac-
counting; mat
t
ers relating to extra-curricular organi-
zations?
Eleven or 19.2 per cent of the schools answered "yes”
and 42 or 73.7 per cent answered "no". Four schools
made qualified answers such as; "although we have no
class students frequently obtain advice from the book-
keeping teacher."
14 . How are extra-curricular funds banked? a. in one checking
account in a local bank? a. in several checking accounts
in several local banks; c. partly in checking account
and partly in savings account .
Twenty-six schools or 45.5 per cent stated that one
checking account in one local bank was used while 7 or
12.2 per cent indicated several local banks. Sixteen
or 28 per cent use partly checking accounts and partly
savings accounts. One school said that all funds are
deposited in the school bank and one school failed to
fill in the answer.
15 . Must the faculty sponsor approve all organization expen-
ditures before they are contracted?
As in question number 12 the answers to this question
were almost as unanimously in the affirmative with 54
or 94.7 per cent answering "yes" and 2 or 3.5 per cent
*,
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answering "no" and one school wrote, "yes usually ii
16 . Must the principal approve all expenditures from organ-
ization funds before they are made
?
Twenty-seven or 47*3 per cent of the schools answered
"yes" and 3 others qualified the "yes" by saying (1) on
large expenditures, (2) over $25* and (3) over $50.
Twenty- three or 40.3 per cent said "no", one other said
"on certain things" while still another wrote, "all but
athletics," and there were 2 failing to answer.
17. Who signs the checks for spproved expenditures ? a . prin-
cipal; b. central treasurer; c. student body treasurer;
d. organization treasurer; e. faculty sponsor .
As was the case in question number 5 there seems to be
greater variety in the matter of- signing checks to pay
extra-curricular bills. In 16 schools or 23 per cent
the principal alone signs all checks while in 4 more
schools he signs with one or more co-signers. In the
same number of schools, 16, the central treasurer signs
the checks alone, while in one other he signs with the
principal and student body treasurer. In one school
the organization treasurer alone signs and in one school
the duty is with the faculty sponsor. Eight schools
made a statement under f; one naming the "submaster",
one wrote, "office secretary and teacher in charge of
Activities." Still another wrote "superintendent" and
in an accompanying letter explained that "some years
ago a local incident or series of incidents in connec-
.'->
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tion with extra-curricular funds resulted in the present
system. This makes it almost impossible for any funds
to be mishandled by students or teachers although there
are some inconveniences and it consumes a great deal
of the Superintendent’s time."
TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF ANSWERS TO QUESTION NUMBER 17
Number
a. PRINCIPAL 16
b. CENTRAL TREASURER 16
c. STUDENT BODY TREASURER 0
d. ORGANIZATION TREASURER 1
e. FACULTY SPONSOR 1
f
.
OTHERS 8
g.
BLANKS 8
abc 1
ac 1
ad 1
ce 1
de 1
df 1
Per Cent
28
28
0
1.8
1.8
14
14
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
18. Is a countersignature required? a. yes; b.no; Counter-
signed by; a, principal; b. central treasurer; c. student
body treasurer; d. organization treasurer; e. faculty
sponsor.
In answer to this question, 8 schools or 14 per cent
require a countersignature and 42 or 81.7 per cent do
not while 7 schools left this question unanswered. As
to who countersigns the checks one school named the
central treasurer, one named the organization treasurer.
3 named the faculty sponsor, one named the central
..
.
.
,
treasurer and vice orincipal, one named the student body
treasurer and one failed to answer.
19 . Is the consent of a student council or committee required
before any expenditures can be contracted against student
funds ?
Twenty schools or 35 per cent answered "yes*' to this
question and 32 schools or 56 per cent answered "no".
Three schools filled in unclassified answers under c
such as; ’’Responsibility of Supervisor," "Faculty Adviser"
and "In some cases" and there were 2 unanswered.
20 . Do you have an audit of the extra-curricular accounts at
regular intervals ?
Forty-seven schools or 82 per cent have an audit of
extra-curricular accounts at regular intervals and the
remaining 10 or 17.5 per cent do not. Of the above
47, 21 have an annual audit, 7 semi-annual, one bi-monthly,
2 monthly and 16 left this part of the question unanswered.
2 1 . Are financial statements required of organi zations a t
stated int ervals ?
Thirty-seven schools or 64.9 per cent require finan-
cial statements while 17 or 29.7 per cent do not. Two
schools made statements under c as follows: "Many of
them make them - they are not required, " and "Made by
high school bank." There was one unanswered on this
question.
21A. Are these statements published in the school paper or
on bulletins?
Seven schools or 12.2 per cent answered "yes" to this
.*
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Threequestion while 44 or 77.2 per cent answered "no",
schools made such statements under c as follows: "To
some extent," "Sometimes statement on class affairs are
posted in the home rooms." Three failed to answer.
22. What do you do with senior class funds at the end of the
year? a. turn them back into general student body fund;
b.buy a gift for the school; c. permit class to spend it
for a party, dance, picnic; d.set them aside for reunion.
Any senior class funds remaining unused at the end of
the senior year are put to a great variety of uses as
the following tabulation indicates. Wine schools or
15.7 per cent turn them back to the general fund.
fifteen or 26.2 per cent buy a gift for the school.
Fourteen or 24.5 per cent permit the class to spend it
on a farewell party, dance or picnic. In 6 schools or
10.5 per cent they are set aside for a reunion. Eleven
schools indicated combinations of the above uses as set
forth in detail in the table below.
TABLE V
SUMMARY OF ANSWERS TO QUESTI ON NUMBER 22
Purpose Number Per Cent
a. Turn back 9 15.7
b. Gift 15 26.2
c. Party etc. 14 24.5
d. Reunion 6 10.5
e. Blanks 2 3.5
ab 3 5.2
abc 1 1.8
abd 1 1.8
acd 1 1.8
be 1 1.8
bd 4 7
-.
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23. Do you wish to receive a summary of this survey ?
Fifty-two answered "yes", 2 "no” and there were 3
blanks
.7
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In spite of the extreme care exercised in wording ques-
tions and developing the questionnaire there were apparently
parts which were not completely clear. It would seem for
instance that "extra-curricular organizations" is a term not
meaning exactly the same thing to all who answered the ques-
tionnaire. In question number 2 the school which reported
only one organization had an enrollment of 1652, another
school with an enrollment of 2348 reported only 4 organiza-
tions and still another with an enrollment of 1037 reported
5 organizations spending $40,000 annually. These figures
may be accurate or may represent misunderstanding of the
term. The almost conplete lack of correlation, .087, between
the number of organizations in a school and its enrollment
was surprising. «Vhy is it that one school with an enrollment
of 1250 will have only 6 extra-curricular organizations while
another with 1200 enrollment will have 35 such organizations?
See Table II on page 47. Can the social life in a school be
measured by the number of its extra-curricular organizations?
Does the number of organizations indicate the administration’s
attitude toward such activity?
Question number 3 pertaining to annual expenditures
likewise resulted in such a wide range of answers as to make
,'
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one wonder if some of the answers could be accurate to any
degree. One school with an enrollment of 1210 estimates
expenditures of $25,000 while another with the same enroll-
ment (1200) located in a city of comparable size in the same
general section of the same state reports expenditures of
$200. It would seem apparent that the two reports are not
including the same thing. See Table II on page 47. Again
the correlation between enrollment and expenditures ( ,271)
was much lower than expected and the correlation between
expenditures and the number of organizations (.044) is not
easy to explain.
The answers to question number 6 pertaining to the type
of extra-curricular accounting system indicate that Ne8r
England schools are enlightened as to the system prevailing
in the handling of extra-curricular funds. The great major-
ity use a system worthy of the name and only 12.2 per cent
admit the use of a decentralized plan* . One headmaster
describes the system in use in his school in a note and
although the system sounds quite adequate he concludes with
the statement, "This system works but I'd prefer the central
treasurer plan." Another principal wrote: "Athletics .. .well
organized under manager and Treasurer. Otherwise, I am not
satisfied with our system." It is, however, rather likely
that the schools answering this questionnaire represent
those in which the best system is used so that taking all
the schools in New England the proportion using a decen-
-.
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tralized system might be slightly higher. It is nevertheless
probably safe to say that the days of scandals connected
with the use of extra-curricular funds are of historical
interest only.
The answers to question 9A, concerning the bonding of the
central treasurer, are interesting in that 47.3 per cent of
those answering said "yes". Here again, as in question
number 6 this is probably not a true picture of New England
as a whole but certainly a healthy sign. In answer to
number 9 as to "who is the central treasurer" only 35 per
cent of the schools named a business department teacher
while an additional 10.5 per cent indicated some other teach-
er. It is of interest to note that in a similar survey by
the Judd Club of Chicago reported by Laflin in 1938 ( page 31
of Chapter II), over 46 per cent of the schools named a
commercial teacher as the central treasurer. The results
of both surveys would apparently justify the inclusion of a
course in extra-curricular fund accounting in Business Teach-
er Training Institutions. Very few such schools offer a
course of this nature at present. The remaining schools
divided it between the principal, some non-faculty member,
or a Derson hired specifically for this work. One such per-
son wrote in answer to 9B concerning remuneration: "I teach
one class a day in addition to my other duties. I receive
1. A. Laflin. "Administering the Finances of the Student
Organization," Business Tiducation World . 19; 67, September 1938
,.
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$4275 from the school committee - have had 18 years of teach-
ing experience. This position as business manager was cre-
ated three years ago and everyone seems very well pleased.
The cafeteria requires most of my time in as much as we do
about $6000 per month. The city does not subsidize the caf-
eteria in any way.” This is one of the largest schools re-
porting and expenditures yearly, including the cafeteria,
exceed $80,000.
Answers to question 98, pertaining to remuneration, were
interesting in that 51 per cent of the answers concerning
extra remuneration were affirmative. Only half of those
answering "yes" indicated how much the work was worth. Of
the 14 answering "how much", 6 stated monetary remuneration
ranging from $50 to $500 and 8 indicated a lighter teach-
ing load.
The answer to question number 11, oertaining to the use
of the central accounting system as a teaching medium, would
seem to indicate that although it may be ideal to use the
central treasury as a teaching device the great majority of
the schools consider it impractical. Apparently not over
10 schools take advantage of a real business experience in
their midst to vitalize and motivate their business course.
There is room for improvement in this matter in our New Eng-
land high schools. After a year of bookkeeping the top
quarter of the class, at least, should be capable of handling
the simple work in a central treasurer’s books. At the end
..
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of the second year the top half of the class should be able
to do this work efficiently and benefit immeasurably by the
experience. Pfahl made the same critism of Oregon High
Schools in 1940 .^* (Recommendation on page 34 of Chapter II.)
The answers to question number 20, referring to the reg-
ular audit of extra-curricular accounts, indicated an en-
lightened attitude toward the periodic audit in New England
high schools. Eighty-two and four tenths per cent of those
answering have an audit of extra-curricular funds at regu-
lar intervals. This is indeed a healthy sign, although once
more probably somewhat high if all the schools in New England
could be included.
Answers to question number 21, pertaining to a policy
of requiring financial statements at regular intervals,
indicated that while 64.9 per cent of the schools require
• financial statements only 12.2 per cent publish them in the
school paper or on bulletin boards. There is apparently a
feeling that it is unwise to publish the amount of money
handled or the size of the bank balance. Pfahl suggested
that all organizations be required to make and publish fi-
nancial statements periodically. (Recommendation 1 page
34 of Chapter II)
1. T. R. Pfahl. A Survey of Extra-Curricular Financ e
Control and Accounting Practices in Oregon High School
s
Master's Thesis, University of Washington. 1940
2. Ibid.
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Terry in 1927 made a report on a survey "The Amount of
Money Raised by Student Activities etc." (see Table on
1 .
page 27 of Chapter II) He reported median receipts of be-
tween $5,000 and $7,875 in the larger high schools while this
study revealed the median to be $8,000. Considering the com-
parative value of the 1927 dollar and the 1948 dollar my ex-
penditure figures are considerably lower.
Potter's findings on his Texas survey are reported on
page 35, Chapter II. He found the Superintendent acting as
Central Treasurer "usually," while this survey found it to
be so in only one case - (explained in detail on page 55,
Chapter III. Potter found: "the practice of bonding the
ii
2 •
central treasurer is not used to any great extent. The
results show bonding in 47.3 per cent of the schools and in
over 51.9 per cent of those schools answering that particu-
lar question. His range of expenditures is $150-$9,160 as
compared with $200-$50,000 in my study. His results show:
"A majority of the schools require an audit of the activity
fund" while the results here show 82.4 per cent of the schools
requiring audits.
1. P. W. Terry. Supervising Extra-Curricular Activitie s.
p.130. McGraw-Hill Book Co, New York. 1930.
2.
J. Potter. A Proposed Internal Accounting System for
Public Schools Under 500 Scholastic Population. Master's
Thesis, Baylor University, Texas, June 1940. p.72.
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A SUGGESTED PLAN
The centralized plan, some form of which is apparently
used in the majority of high schools answering the question-
naire is the only plan worthy of recommendation. In Chapter
II page 35 is a set of 23 rules, from Potter’s Thesis, set
1 .
forth as a basis for an adequate internal accounting system.
Except for the fact that mahy of the details are vested in
the superintendent and the board of education it is possible
to subscribe to these rules in their entirety. Rule number
2, for instance, states"all rules and relations approved by
the board of education.” In Texas this may be proper; in
New England it is believed most School Committees would
consider this a detail for which the principal should be en-
tirely responsible. Rule number 6 states that the finance
committee should be "approved by the board of education." In
New England this also would probably be unnecessary. Rule
number 9 states that the board of education should pay for
bonding the central treasurer; I would favor this being con-
sidered one of the ooerating costs of the system to be shared
proportionately by the organizations participating in the
plan. °uch an individual fidelity bond costs about $5 per
$1000 per annum. One application is filed by the principal
1. J. Potter. A Proposed Internal Accounting System for
Public Schools Under 500 Scholastic Population . Master's
Thesis, Baylor University, Texas, June 1940. p.72
*e.
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(central treasurer) see Appendix D, and another by the obligee,
see Appendix E. The individual fidelity bond is usually issued
in amounts of from $1000 to $50,000: for sample of such bond
see Appendix F. Whereas the mode in the schools answering this
questionnaire was $2,500 for annual expenditures it can be seen
that the cost would be nominal.
Plans for keeping record of the finances of extra- curricu-
lar organizations and activities have been included in many of
the recent bookkeeping texts in more or less detail, business
and Bookkeeping Procedure by Bowman and Percy (1941 edition)
devotes Chapter 25 to ''Records for School Activities." ^*The
eighteenth edition of 20th Century Bookkeeping and Accounting
by Carlson, Prickett and Forkner devotes Chapter 10 to the keep-
2 .
ing of records for clubs etcetera. In the nineteenth edition
of the 20th Century Bookkeeping and Accounting
,
Chapter 30 in
3.
Part V deals with this subject. It is further recommended to
any teacher about to set up an internal accounting system for
extra-curricular funds. Student Body Finances and Accounting
by L. Scott Noble published by South-Western Publishing Co. in
1931. The writer has previously referred to it briefly in
4.
Chapter II pages 22 and 23. There are no more recent editions
and the book is no longer being published, but it should be
1. Bowman and Percy. Business and Bookkeeping Procedure .
American Book Co. 1941.
2. Carlson, Prickett and Forkner .
"
20th °entury Bookkeeping
and Accounting . Eighteenth Edition. South-Western Pub. Co. 1941
3. Carlson, Forkner and Prickett. 20th Century Bookkeeping
and Accounting
,
Nineteenth Edition. South-Western Pub. Co. 1947.
4 . L.S. Noble. Student Body Finances and Accounting . South-
Western Publishing Co., New York 1931.
.
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available in any school of education library,
The plan recommended is one generally referred to as the
school bank plan. Under this plan the central treasurer
acts merely as the banker for the several organizations of
the school but not primarily as adviser. Each organization
has its own individual faculty sponsor who advises on matters
of policy. The central treasurer would be available to ad-
vise on matters of a technical nature in connection with the
financial records of the organization and should insist that
a large measure of uniformity exist in the record keeping of
the several organizations. It is advisable where-ever fea -
sible to encourage the election of a business course student
as treasurer. Here is a chance to educate for living in a
democracy and teaching to vote for a candidate on his qual-
ifications rather than for some more superficial reason.
These student treasurers should be assembled at the begin-
ning of each year or semester and given thorough instruction
in the methods of keeping their records, making out vouchers
et cetera. There will, of course, be some who by the very
nature of the club they represent will probably not have had
any business education, as for instance the Latin Club,
The responsibility of keening detailed records of the
organization's business and budgeting wisely should be placed
squarely on the shoulders of the duly elected treasurer.
..
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Any other procedure is unsound educationally. With sufficient
instruction and guidance any high school student should be
able to keep a satisfactory set of books and render intelli-
gible statements to the club members periodically. Those of
us who have had experience in education can all recall cases
of too much teacher-doing and not enough student-doing. This
attitude or practice on the part of a teacher can not be con-
demned too strongly.
The student treasurer should keep a special column cash
book and this alone should be adequate for his records. The
number of special columns would be determined by the number
of different sources of income and on the disbursement side
the number of reasons for expenditures. All student trea-
surers should be thoroughly impressed with the necessity
for issuing receipts to all from whom they receive money for
dues, tickets or for any other reason. Each student trea-
surer should have a book of stub receipts. Students have a
way of losing receipts and the stub is then a good record.
The lack of a stub should be good evidence that a disputed
receipt was never issued. There is no better place to teach
a student the value of a receipt for currency payment than
in connection with his extra-curricular affairs.
The student treasurer should always deposit with the cen-
tral treasurer all collections on the same day they are made.
Under no circumstances should the student be required to carry
club or organization funds home with him. The central treas-
-1
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urer’s office should be open to accept deposits at regular
times during the school day and for a stated period at the
end of the school day. A night depository system should be
available for organizations wishing to deposit funds at other
times. The deposit slip should be made out in triplicate
signed by the student treasurer and the faculty sponsor.
The original goes to the central treasurer, the first copy
to the student treasurer and the second copy to the adviser*
The signature of the central treasurer on copies two and
three provide the depositing organizations with a receipt.
These deposit tickets will be more easily handled of course,
if they are three different colors* For sample of deposit
ticket see page 71.
Whenever an organization wishes to pay a bill it would
make out a pay order stub and pay order as illustrated on
oage 72 . The student treasurer should have in his pay-
ments journal a column for the pay order number.
It is convenient on many occasions to be able to pur-
chase on account and to facilitate and control this, a
standard form of purchase order should be adopted with which
the business houses in town will become familiar. Whereas
under the school bank plan each organization is responsible
for its own affairs, the signature of the faculty adviser
should be enough on this purchase order. However, if the
signature of the central treasurer is desired it may be
added although it should be made clear that the organization
.-
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DEPOSITED WITH
CENTRAL TREASURER-SCHOOL ACTIVITY FUND
Blank High School
Blank U.S.A.
For Credit to Account of
Activity
19
Endorse All Checks and List Separat111
DOLLARS CENTS
Bills
Rolled Coin
Loose Coin
Check on
total
Student Treasurer
Approved by
Faculty Adviser
Received
Date
Amount
Central Treasurer
. . ,
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is still responsible for the transaction. It would be wise
for the central treasurer to earmark sufficient funds of the
organization in question to meet any obligation which he
may seem to incur by indorsing any of these purchase orders.
This can be simply accomplished by an entry in the General
Journal to be discussed in detail later.
Order No.
PURCHASE ORDER
BLANK HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT BODY
BLANK, U.S.A.
Date 19
To
GENTLEMEN:
Please deliver to us or bearer the following materials
and charge to our account. Our order number shown above
must appear on your invoice.
By.
Faculty Adviser
Central Treasurer
Another voucher which the individual organization trea-
surer will find handy is the Ticket Sale Voucher. This
impresses the ticket seller with the value of the tickets
.*
.
.
. . .
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in his possession and his personal responsibility for the
same. It also provides the organization with a receipt for
all tickets and change turned over to an individual. Uoon
return of money and unsold tickets the account should bal-
ance. On page 75 is a sample of this form.
In the office of the central treasurer two books of or-
iginal entry should be keot; a special column Cash Book and
a General Journal for all non-cash entries. The cash book
should contain a number of special columns sufficient to
allot one on the receipts side and one on the payments side
to each active account. The miscellaneous column would be
adequate to handle all inactive accounts. This survey
showed that in New England the number of organizations in
larger high schools was usually somewhat under twenty.
Probably half that number are active and the rest relatively
inactive, making deposits and payments infrequently. The
General Journal is for the purpose of setting up a reserve
fund to meet any liability incurred by any organization.
This is accomplished by charging the organization and cred-
iting the Reserve Account. This should be done in connection
with contracts with dance bands for instance and in all cases
where sizable amounts are involved. The same entry may also
be used when a purchase order is indorsed by the central
treasurer, if the amount is known.
These books should be posted frequently, daily if nec-
essary, to ledger cards filed alphabetically in the name of
..
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ITICKET SALE VOUCHER NO.
(Name of Occasion)
TICKET SALE VOUCHER
BLANK HIGH SCHOOL
ISSUE OP TICKETS:
Date 19
Received of the accounting office, the following tick-
ets and cash for change; for which I agree to be personally
resnonsible, and to return in full the amount specified be-
low in cash and unsold tickets.
SERIAL NUMBERS No. of Unit
Beginning No. Ending No. Tickets Price Amount Total
Amount of Cash Taken for Change
Total Value of Cash and Tickets Issued
Signature of Ticket Seller Home Room No.
RETURN OF CASH AND UNSOLD TICKETS:
Dat e
_19
Received at accounting office, the following unsold
tickets and cash to apply on above issue.
SERIAL NUMBERS No. of Unit
Beginning No. Ending No. Tickets Price Amount Total
Amount of Cas]i Remitted
Total Amount of Cash and Unsold Tickets Returned
Cash Short or Over
:• ? s> 0 € rt
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each organization. The balance ledger ruling lends itself
well to this situation, -bach time a student treasurer makes
a deposit an entry is made on the cash receipts side of the
Cash Book crediting the proper organizations. Each time a
pay order if filed with the central treasurer and a check is
drawn an entry is made on the payment side of the Cash Book
charging the proper organization. At the end of each month
the balance oer Cash Book should agree with sum of the
credit balances of the depositor's account plus the credit
balances of the Reserve Account. Since all receipts are
deposited daily and all oayments made by check the balance
of the Cash Book should agree with the balance of the Check
Book at all times. The voucher check should be used for all
payments
.
A detailed statement of the condition of the fund list-
ing the credit balances of each of the several organizations
should be filed with the Headmaster on or about the first
of each month. Also a statement similar to that which a
bank issues to its commercial depositors should be issued
to teach organization monthly showing the activity in its
account in detail for the preceding month. A service charge
may be assessed each organization to cover nominal operating
costs. This service charge should under no circumstances be
used to remunerate the central treasurer. This remuneration
is a matter for the Headmaster of School Committee to decide
upon depending upon whether it is in the nature of an ad-
.,
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justment in his teaching load or an additional salary allowance
*
ft *
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.
S;UAbTlQik!-i44
(As submitted to Seminar Class for criticism)
The sr. owe of t is .u .tionnaire is to obtain i',.cts, from Ne,, England Hign Schools with
an enrollment of 1000 or more pupils, pertaining to the control of and methods of ac-
counting for money coming from extrx-cufrlcular activities not including uuhxetics and.
cafeteria.
| rscore the answer or answers th..t be.. t describe
'
If none is a; ric. ore u..e the space provided.
1.
What is the enrollment of your school?
2. Ho . ra-ny extra-curricular ave you?
_
3. Wh t is the tstal amount of annual expenditures of these activities? (estim-i^e)
4- Do you sell ^annual student activities ticket^? a.yesj b. no.
5. that individual or gropu formulates the financial policies, method of control,
etc., for the entire year? a. principal} b. central treasurer} c. faculty sponsor}
a. student council} e. .
6. What type of extra-curricular activity accounting system do you have in your school?
7. Who is in charge of the system? a. principal} b. commercial te.-cherj . c. other faculty
iaemuer} d. central tre . surer, e.
_____
»
8. Is a general budget for all activities prepared? a. yes} b. no.
If so, who prepare^ this budget? a. principal} b. central tre-surer} c. committee
of students and faculty sponsors 'who represent the various activities} d.
10 Does each ctivity prepare a budget of its own? a. yes; b. no
11. If activities have little means of self-support, does your school subsidize them
from other activity Pnr>rl.g*V-,T- f.h.o I n- hr r-nrqJ.9 a „ yes} b. no Co
12. Who is tne central treasurer in your school? a. have none} b. principal} c. student}
d. student with faculty supervisor} e. commercial te,...cher j f. other faculty member}
I
g. secretary employed for this.
,
urgosej fa,
_
13.. Is he bonded? a. yes} b. no
14. Is this centra- trea-surer responsibae for the accounting end safekeeping of the
fiends of all extra-curricular activities? a. yes} b. no
15- Does each extra-curricular activity have a tre. surer of its own? a.yes: b. no
A. Price?
3. What does it include?
C. What percentage of your students buy it?
16. Is this activity tre surer required to keep p specified set of -ecounts or books?
a. yes} b. no.
<r
%
\
*
j
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17. Does t.iis cuiviby t»en.4jrer bunk ath the centr~x treasurer? a. yea 5 b. no
1
13. Ho. re extr«..-curricu oar. funds banked? a. in one cnecking . ccount in a _oeax btJikj
b. in many checking ucc -unts in many local banks; c. p..rt_y in checking ccount, ud
partly, in savings ccount. d
,
.
19. Must the faculty sponsor approve axl activity expenditures before they are contrac-
ted? a. yes; b. no.
I
20. Must the rincipai approve all expenditures form activity funds before they are made?
a. yes b. no.
21. Who signs the checks for approved expenditures? a. i rinci_ax; b. centra treasurer $
c. student body treasurer; d. activity treasurer, e. faculty sponsor, f.
22. Is a countersigns.ture required? a. yes; b. no. Countersigned by; a. principal;
b. central tre surer; c. student body treasurer;
’
d. activity tre^.urer; e. faculty
sponsor; f.
___ _____ __
.
23. Is the consent of a .student council or committee required before any expenditures
can be contracted against student funds; a. yes; b. no
24. Is the consent of such a committee required for expenditures over a certain amount?
a. yes; b. no.
25. Who attends to the paying of bills? a. principal; b« central treasurer; e. student
body treasurer; d. activity treasurer; e
26. Do students do the bookkeping in your accounting system? a. yes; b. no
27. Do student officers and managers take, care of the business correspondence pertaining
to extra-curricular activities? a. yes; b. no
28. Are students utilised for typing this correspondence? a. yes; b. no
29. Are students utilia ed for taking dictation of letters from student officers and
managers? a. .yes; b. no
30. In the accounting work and handling of extra-curricular money, do students ciI'-vays
hage the aid of a faculty supervisor? a. yes; b. no
t
/
31. Do you have a special class of instruction for students 60 train them in the accoun-
ting, matters relating to extr, .-curricular activities? a. yes; b. no
32. Do you have an audit of the extra-curricui r accounting at various intervals?
a. yes; b. no
33. If so, how often does this take place? a. once a month; b. once a six .veeks; e. once
a semester; d. once a year; e. at irregular intervals; f.
_
34* Who conducts this audit? a. principal; b. central treasurer; e. commercial teacher;
d. faculty committee; e. committee of students and f culty; f.
35. Are financial statements re uired of activities at stated intervals? a. yes; b. no
36. Are these statements published in' the school paper or oh bulletins? a. yes; b. no.
37. What do you do with senior class funds at the end of the year?
a
i turn them bv.ck into
the ‘general student body fund; b. buy a gift for the school; c.permit class to spend,
it for a party, dance, picnic, etc; d,-
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QUESTIONNAIRE AS REFINED AFTER SEMINAR CRITICISM
The purpose of this questionnaire is to obtain facts, from New England High Schools,
pertaining to the control of and methods of accounting for money coming from extra-
curricular organizations, not including athletics and c- feteria, except for question #4
Please underscore the answer or answers that best describe the situation in your
school. If none is applic ble use the space provided.
1. What is the enrollment of your school?
_
2. How many extra-curricul r organizations are there in your school?_
_____
3. What is the total amount of their annual - expenditures? (estimate)
_
4« Do you sell an annual student activities ticket? a.yes; b.no; c.
___
A. Price? B. What does it include?
C. What percentage of your students buy it?
___
5. What individual or group formulates the financial policies, method of control,
etc., for the entire year? a.principal; b. central treasurer ;c. faculty sponsors;
d. student council; e.
_ _____ _ _____
6. What type of extra-curricular organization accounting system do you hr-ve in
your school? a. centralized; b. decentralized; cl integrated with the bus-
iness department; c. school bank plan; c.
__
7- Who is in charge of the system? a.principal; b.business teacher; c. other
faculty member; d. central treasurer; e.
8. Does each organization prepare a budget of its own? a.yes; b.no; c.
9* If organizations have little means of self-support, does your school subsidize
them from other activity funds? a .yes; b.no; c,
10. Who is the central treasurer in your school? a. have none; b. principal;
c. student; d. student with faculty supervisor; e. business teacher; f. other
faculty member; g. secretory employed for this purpose; h.
A. Is he bonded? a.yes; b.no; c.
_______ _____________
B. Is he paid? a.yes: b.no. How much? a.$ b.
____
C. Is this central treasurer responsible for the accounting and safekeeping
of the funds of all extra-curricular organizations?a.yes; b.no;c.
11. Does each extra-curricular organization have a student treasurer of its own?
a.yes; b.no; c.
_
A. Is this student treasurer repuired to keep a specified set of accounts of
books/ a.yes; b.no; c._
_____ ___ __ _______
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B. Does this individual organization treasurer bank with the central treasurer?
a.yes; b.no; c.
:
12. Do students do the bookkeeping in your central accounting system? a.yes; b.no;
c
. ^ __
13. In the accounting work and handling of extra-curricular money, do students always
have the aid of a faculty supervisor? a.yes; b.no; c.
14. Do you have a special class of instruction for students and organization treasurers
to train them in the accounting matters relating to extra-curricular organizations?
a.yes; b.no; c.
__
15. How are extra-curricular funds banked? a. in one checking account in a local
bank? a. in several checking accounts in several aocal banks; c. partly in
checking account and partly in savings account: d.
_
16. Must the faculty sponsor approve all organization expenditures before they are
contracted? a.yes; b.no; c.
17. Must the principal approve all expenditures from organization funds before they
are made? a.yes; b.no; c.
18. WTho signs the checks for approved expenditures; a.principal; b. central treasurer;
c. student body treasurer; d. organisation treasurer; e. faculty sponsor;
f
.
19. Is a countersignature required? a.yes; b.no; countersigned by; a.principal;
b. central treasurer; c. student body treasurer; d. organization treasurer;
e.faculty sponsor; f.
___
20. Is the consent of a student council or committee required before any expenditures
csn be contracted against student funds; a.yes; b.no; c.
21. Do you have an audit of the extra-curricular account at regular intervals?
a.yes: b.no; How often?
_
_
_
A. Who conducts this audit; a.principal; b. central treasurer; c. business
teacher; d. faculty committee; e. committee of students and faculty;
f
.
22. Are financial statements required of organizations at stated intervals; a.yes;
b . no ; c
. _
A. Are these statements published in the school paper or on bulletins? a.yes;
b .no ; c
. _ ___ __________
23. What do you do with senior class funds at the end of the year? a. turn them back
into the general student body fund; b. buy a gift for the school; c.permit class
to spend it for a party, dance, picnic, d.set them aside for reunion; c.
24.
Do you wish to receive a summary of this survey? a.yes; b.no.
NAME ADDRESS

APPENDIX C
333 Porter Street
Melrose, Mass.
November 3, 1947
Commissioner of Education
State Department of Education
Blank State
Dear Sir:
For the purpose of making a survey in connection with a
Master's Thesis at Boston University, School of Education may I
have a list of the high schools in your state with an enroll-
ment of one thousand and over.
Sincerely,
Paul C. Smith

Fidelity Bond Application
APPENDIX D 91
Branch or Agency App’n No Bond No.
I hereby make application to the Massachusetts Bonding and Insurance Company, hereinafter called the Surety
Company, for suretyship under bond in the amount of $ in favor of
of
,
(Employer)
in my position as at
(Give City and Street Address)
effective
,
19
,
and state the following facts to be true.
1. Full name Social Security No
(Please print or typewrite)
2. Residence Address
3. Are you a citizen of the United States?
4. Date of Birth
,
1
,
Born at
( City—Town—State
)
5. Married ? Divorced ? Number persons supported :
6. Full name and address of spouse
7. Nature of employer’s business
8. Length of time with present employer
9. Income to be received from this employment? Salary $ Commission $
10. Do you own real Conservative Mortgages or other liens
estate? valuation $ thereon $ -
11. Conservative valuation of your personal property, Loans
including bank accounts and securities $ thereon $
12. State the amount of other debts owed or liabilities you are under. Give particulars (if none, so state).
13.
Life insurance carried? If so, state for what amounts, in what companies, and to whom payable.
»4 '
15.
16.
17.
Name of Father.
Name of Mother.
/ Business
I Home Address.
Address
(If parents are deceased, give names and addresses of nearest male relatives)
Are your parents possessed of any property ? Real Estate $ Personal $
Have you ever been bankrupt or insolvent? If so, give particulars in separate confidential
letter to the Surety Company.
Form F100-F SOM 5-47 (OVER)
18.
Have you ever been discharged from any situation? If so, state particulars.
19. Have you ever given bond? When? What Company?
20. Have you ever been refused a bond? When? What Company?
21. Employment record for past 10 years. List latest employment first. If not employed for any period during such
time, state period, name and residence address of an unrelated person who can confirm your unemployment.
From What
Date (Give
Month and
Year)
To What
Date (Give
Month and
Year)
Employed as At Address
Under
(Name of Manager, Supt.,
or Head of Department)
Name of Employer and Address
(Give street and number, town and state)
1
2
3
4
5
6
R.
22.
Were you ever in business on your own account? Give full particulars below:
(Yes or No)
WH
FROM
EN
TO WHERE LOCATED NATURE OF BUSINESS WHY DISCONTINUED
23. References: Preferably business or professional men—persons acquainted with you at least five years. (Omit rela-
tives, employers or persons in service of present employer.)
NAME
1
OCCUPATION COMPLETE POST OFFICE ADDRESS
Street and Number, if in a City
2
p
4
5
FOR GOOD AND VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, I agree upon demand to pay the Surety Company, any loss, costs, counsel fees, damages or expense
which it may sustain Or for which it may become liable by reason of having given suretyship for me under this or any other bond Or obligation. Or any modifi-
cation, continuation or renewal thereof ; and the Surety Company shall have the right to adjust, settle or compromise any claim or demand made against it,
and the voucher or other evidence of payment shall be prima facie evidence of my liability therefor to the Surety Company. I further agree that the Surety
Company may decline to become surety for me on the suretyship hereby applied for, or if executed, the Surety Company may at any time cancel or withdraw
from the same and that, any laws to the contrary notwithstanding, it shall be under no obligation to furnish any reasons therefor nor shall it be answerable to
me in damages. I further agree that anyone including but without limitation, my references and past employers may disclose to the Surety Company any in-
formation they possess with regard to my character, habits, ability, financial responsibility, or the reason for terminating any employment, and that neither
they nor the Surety Company shall be liable for any loss or damage that I may suffer in consequence thereof, the provisions of any law to the contrary being
expressly waived by me. All the terms and conditions of this agreement shall stand for the protection of any interested co-surety or reinsuring company.
Signed, sealed and dated this day of
,
19
Witness sign here Applicant sign here
(Seal)
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF APPLICANT
Age Height Weight Complexion Color of Eyes.
Color of Hair.. Color of Mustache Color of Beard
Birthmarks, prominent scars or other distinguishing features
This “Employer’s Statement” is designed to show the bonding Company the general accounting and auditing
conditions of the positions bonded. Ordinarily one of these forms is to be completed by the employer for each
official or employee bonded
;
but if two or more employees hold the same position, so that a single form will
serve the purpose for both or all, only one form need be completed for such employees. In some cases not all the
questions submitted will be appropriate : a statement to that effect may then be made.
1.
Name of person bonded:
(Hereinafter called Employee)
Position held :
(If the form is intended to cover two or more persons holding the same position—a number of branch-office managers, for
example—write here, “All persons bonded holding the position of ”).
To whom is the bond to be made payable?
Give exact title.
(Hereinafter called Employer)
2. Business of Employer
v
Amount of Bond
:
$ Date on which liability is to begin
Who will pay the premium?
a. How long has the Employee been in your ser-
vice? - a
b. If an old Employee, has he uniformly given satis-
faction in his personal conduct and performance
of duties, and kept his accounts faithfully and
3. without default? b
c. If a new Employee, how did he become known
to you? c
d. Have you ever known or heard of anything re-
flecting unfavorably upon his character, habits
or integrity? d
a. At what date and by whom were the Employee’s
books and accounts, cash and securities, last
4.
audited? a. On by
b. Were they found to be in every respect correct? b
a. How often will the Employee’s books, accounts,
and vouchers be examined at the Employee’s
location, and cash securities, etc., be counted,
5. compared and verified? a.
b. Will this audit be made by an outside account-
ant ?
b.
c. If not, by whom will it be made? c.
a. In what name will your Bank Accounts be kept? a.
b. Will the Employee endorse remittances for de-
posit only, or may remittances be cashed? b.
c. Will the Employee be authorized to sign or en-
6. dorse checks or drafts on your Bank Accounts? c.
d. If so what counter-signature will be required? d.
e. How often will the amount of your Bank bal-
ance be ascertained and a proof established be-
tween your books and the actual Bank balance? e.
f. By whom will this proof be made? f.
a. Will the Employee’s duties include the handling
or custody of negotiable securities?
b. Will they be kept in a safe deposit vault?
c. Will he individually have access to the box in
7. which they are kept, or jointly with another?
d. If jointly, give name and position of person (s)
authorized to deposit and withdraw such securi-
ties jointly with the Employee.
a Approximate amount $.
(Yes or No)
b
C
d.
Will the Employee be authorized to sign nego-
tiable paper of any kind in behalf of the Em-
ployer?
8.
If so, please state the name of such\
paper (notes, bonds, warehouse re-/
ceipts, stock certificates, etc.), show-)
ing in each case what officer willl
countersign. /
by
by
by
by
by
by
a. Will the Employee be charged with the custody
or sale of merchandise for the Employer?
If so, what will be the nature of the merchandise, and
the maximum value of all the merchandise in his custody
at any one time?
a
b.
9.
State how much merchandise will be consigned,
how disposed of, and how reported by the Em-
ployee to the Employer?
b
c. How often will the merchandise on hand be in-
ventoried and verified with the Employee’s ac-
counts? c
'
d. In what way will this be done? d
e. By whom will it be done? e
a. How often will statements of account be sent
directly to all debtors asking for a verification
of amount due? a.
b. By whom will such statements be compared
10. with the ledger before being sent out? b.
c. Who will receive, check, and verify the re-
plies ? c.
11. Is the Employee indebted to the Employer or to
any official thereof? If so, please give particu-
lars. a.
The foregoing answers, statements, and representations are true to the best of our knowledge and belief.
Dated and signed at this day of
,
19
Signature :
Attested by By.
(In case of corporation)
( Fnll name of Employer )
(In case of partnership or corporation)
Official title: Official title
APPENDIX P 93,
Form F220-2 10M 10-46
Continuous—Individual
Bond No. Amount
Premium
taCHHIEBoirtStwCOAPM
HOME OFFICE, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
WE , as principal,
hereinafter called the “Employee,” and the MASSACHUSETTS BONDING AND INSURANCE COMPANY,
of Boston, Massachusetts, as Surety, bind ourselves to pay
.hereinafter called the “Employer,”
such direct loss not exceeding Dollars
as the Employer shall have sustained of money or other personal property belonging to the Employer, or for
which the Employer is responsible, by any act or acts of Fraud, Dishonesty, Forgery, Theft, Larceny, Embezzle-
ment, Wrongful Abstraction or Wilful Misapplication on the part of the Employee, directly or through connivance
while in the position of or in
any other position in the service of the Employer, during the period commencing at twelve o’clock noon on the
day of 19 , and ending with the termination of this suretyship.
Provided, however,
First : For any default within the terms of this bond, claim may be made while this bond is in force and within
two years after the "termination thereof ; but notice of such default shall be delivered to the Surety at its Home
Office in the City of Boston, Massachusetts, within ten days after its discovery.
Second : On application of the Employer, the amount of this suretyship may be increased or decreased
by the Surety without impairing the continuity thereof, but the liability of the Surety under succeeding guarantees
shall not be cumulative nor shall its aggregate liability exceed the largest single amount of suretyship in force dur-
ing any period within which such loss shall have occurred; nor shall the suretyship granted for one period cover
defaults occurring within any other period.
Third : Claim, if any, shall be subscribed and sworn to by the Employer, showing the items and dates of
the losses and delivered to the Surety at its Home Office within three months next after filing notice of discovery.
The Surety shall have two months after presentation of claim in which to vertify and make payment, during which
time legal proceedings shall not be brought against the Surety, nor brought at all after the expiration of twelve
months from the filing of such statement of claim.
Fourth : In case of recovery, whether made by the Employer or the Surety, on account of any loss hereunder
from any source (other than reinsurance, collateral or indemnity taken by the Surety for its own benefit), the net
amount of such recovery, less the actual cost and expense of making same, shall be applied to the reimbursement of
the Employer in full for such loss, the excess if any to be paid to the Surety, and the Employer shall execute all
papers required by the Surety, and render all assistance, not pecuniary, to secure to the Surety the rights herein
provided for.
Fifth : This suretyship shall terminate
:
(a) Upon the retirement of the Employee from the service of the Employer, or the discovery of loss here-
under.
(b) Upon thirty days’ notice from the Surety to the Employer; or upon notice from the Employer to the
Surety specifying the date of cancellation. Thereupon the Surety shall refund the unearned premium if no claim
has been paid.
(c) By nonpayment of agreed premium for a period of three months from effective date of this bond and
renewal thereof.
Sixth : If any limitation herein for giving notice, filing claim or bringing suit is prohibited or made void by
any law controlling the construction hereof, such limitation shall be deemed to be amended so as to be equal to the
minimum period of limitation permitted by such law. If the Employer be a corporation, the act or knowledge of
any officer or director thereof, not in collusion with such defaulting Employee, shall be deemed the act or knowledge
of the Employer within the meaning hereof. No one of the above conditions or provisions contained in this bond
shall be deemed to have been waived or altered unless the waiver or alteration be in writing over the signature of an
officer of the Surety, and no notice to any agent of the Surety or knowledge possessed by any such agent shall be held
to effect a waiver or change in this contract or any part of it.
In witness whereof, the Employee has hereunto set his hand and seal and the Massachusetts Bonding and
Insurance Company has caused this bond to be signed and its corporate seal to be hereunto affixed by its
this
day of A. D., 19
Witness Principal
MASSACHUSETTS BONDING AND INSURANCE COMPANY
By
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